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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Single-molecule fluorescence analysis of opening and closing of the RNA polymerase 

clamp 

By ANIRBAN CHAKRABORTY 

 

Dissertation Director:  

Richard H. Ebright 

 

 

Crystal structures of RNA polymerase (RNAP) indicate that the RNAP β’ pincer 

(“clamp”) can exist in conformational states, ranging from a fully open conformation that 

permits entry and exit of DNA, to a fully closed conformation that prevents entry and exit 

of DNA.  It has been hypothesized that the clamp also adopts multiple conformational 

states in solution and conformational changes in the clamp are important for function.  

In this work, a single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) 

approach was developed that enables determination of RNAPclamp conformation in 

solution.  smFRET was measured between a probe at the tip of the RNAP clamp and a 

probe at a fixed reference point in RNAP.  A computational framework was then 

employed to interpret measured FRET efficiencies in terms of structural changes. 

Using this approach, RNAP clamp conformation was defined in each step of 
70

-

dependent transcription initiation and elongation and in each step in σ
54

-dependent 

transcription initiation. Additionally, effects of four RNAP inhibitors, myxopyronin, 

corallopyronin, ripostatin and Gp2 on RNAP clamp conformation were assessed.  
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It was observed that the clamp is predominantly open in free RNAP and in all steps 

leading up to the formation of a catalytically-competent-transcription-initiation complex. 

Upon formation of a catalytically-competent-transcription-initiation complex, the clamp 

closes, and continues to remain closed during transcription elongation. It was further 

observed that myxopyronin, corallopyronin, ripostatin and Gp2, prevent opening of the 

RNAP clamp.  

The results lead to the proposal that, the open clamp state is important for entry of DNA 

into, and unwinding of DNA in, the RNAP active center cleft during formation of a 

catalytically-competent-transcription initiation complex. The results lead to the proposal 

that, after entry of DNA into the RNAP active-center cleft upon formation of the 

catalytically competent transcription initiation complex, electrostatic interactions between 

the negatively charged DNA and the positively charged inner facet of the clamp, induce 

and/or stabilize clamp closure. The results are in agreement with the proposal that, clamp 

closure is important for stability of the catalytically competent transcription initiation 

complex and for stability and processivity of the transcription elongation complex. 
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1. Introduction 

The process of DNA directed RNA synthesis is called transcription. Transcription is the 

first step in gene expression. Transcription is also the most regulated step in gene 

expression. The enzyme responsible for transcription is called RNA polymerase (RNAP). 

Multi-subunit RNA polymerases are related in sequence, structure and function, in all 

three domains of life – bacteria, archea and eukarya. All multi-subunit RNAPs contain, at 

minimum, five conserved subunits — β', β, α
I
, α

II
, and ω in bacteria; A, B, D, L, and K in 

archaea; RPB1, RPB2, RPB3, RPB11, and RPB6 in eukarya. Bacterial RNAP consists of 

only the five conserved subunits. Archeal and eukaryotic enzymes additionally contain 8 

and 7 more subunits respectively [1-7]. Bacterial RNAP is the simplest and the most 

studied form of multi-subunit RNAP, and thus provides the framework for understanding 

more evolutionarily complex systems in archea and eukarya.  

 

1.1 Bacterial RNAP core 

 

1.1.1 Overview 

 

Bacterial RNAP core contains five subunits -- β', β, α
I
, α

II
, and ω (Fig.1). Bacterial RNAP 

core can carry out all the steps of transcription -- it can initiate transcription, elongate the 

RNA chain and terminate RNA synthesis. However, it can do this with no selectivity 

based on sequence determinants in DNA [8, 9]. 
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High resolution crystal structures of Thermus thermophilus RNAP and Thermus 

aquaticus RNAP have been solved [10, 11]. A low resolution cryo-electron-microscopy 

structure of E.coli RNAP has been solved [12]. The structures reveal that RNAP core has 

dimensions of ~150 Å × ~100 Å × ~100 Å with molecular mass of ~380 kDa.  It has a 

shape reminiscent of a crab claw with two pincers (Fig.1). One of the pincers, formed by 

the largest subunit of RNAP, β’, is called the clamp [4, 12-14]. The other pincer is 

formed by the second largest subunit of RNAP, β. The two pincers define a central cleft 

which serves as the active center cleft of the enzyme (Fig.1). The active center is marked 

by the presence of a Mg
2+

 ion which is chelated in position by three aspartate residues.   

 

RNAP employs a two- metal-ion reaction mechanism for catalytic nucleotide addition by 

phosphodiester bond formation. In this mechanism, a first metal ion lowers the affinity of 

the 3’-OH for hydrogen, enabling a 3’-O
-
  nucleophilic attack on the α-phosphate and the 

second metal ion assists in leaving of the released pyrophosphate. The active site Mg
2+

 

plays a pivotal role in this process by serving as the first metal ion. The second metal ion 

is brought in by the incoming NTP [15]. In addition to phosphodiester bond formation 

during RNA synthesis, the active center of the enzyme is also weakly capable of 

hydrolysis of phosphodiester bonds. During hydrolysis of phosphodiester bonds, the 

affinity of the active center for the incoming Mg
2+

 is reduced. The RNAP active center 

modulates its affinity for the incoming Mg
2+

 by an unknown mechanism to switch from 

RNA synthesis mode to editing mode in order to recover from backtracked states or 

repair misincorporated  NTPs [16, 17].    
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In addition to the main active center cleft, RNA polymerase contains two other channels 

which connect the active center of the enzyme to the external milieu –the NTP-entrance 

channel and the RNA-exit channel. The NTP-entrance channel, also known as the 

secondary channel serves as a passage for inlet of substrate NTPs and inhibitory 

molecules into the RNAP active center (Fig.1B). Protein molecules such as Gre factors 

are also known to utilize the secondary channel for exerting their regulatory effects [18-

20]. The RNA-exit channel serves as a passage for outlet of the growing RNA chain from 

the active center cleft. The active center of RNA can accommodate a DNA/RNA hybrid 

of 9 nt length. Any further addition of nucleotide to the growing RNA transcript requires 

entry of the RNA into the RNA exit channel. The RNA exit can accommodate and 

protect 5 nt of RNA before the RNA emerges out of the enzyme into solution [21, 22]. 

 

RNAP core contains three putative mobile modules – the β’ clamp, the β’ jaw, β lobe – 

which can potentially undergo rigid body rotations and occupy different regions in space 

relative to each other (Fig.1). The β’ clamp has been proposed to be involved in 

modulating the dimensions of the active center cleft, permitting entry DNA into the 

active center, containment of DNA in the active center and exit of DNA from the active 

center [23, 24]. The β’ clamp has also been proposed to be a hotspot of regulatory 

activities. 

 

The β’ jaw has been suggested to stabilize RNAP-promoter-open complex by 

establishing interactions with the far downstream region of the promoter (+10 to +20) 

[25, 26]. 
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β lobe has been suggested to participate in DNA unwinding, during formation of RPo, by 

directing the downstream DNA towards β’ clamp [27]. 

 

1.1.2. RNAP subunits 

 

The β’ subunit is the largest subunit of RNAP with a mass of ~155 kDa (Fig.1). It forms 

the RNAP clamp and makes crucial interactions with DNA and RNA. It makes up a large 

part of the active center and consequently contains most of the determinants for the 

catalysis. 

 

β is the second largest subunit of RNAP (Fig.1). Together with the β’ subunit it 

comprises the bulk mass of RNAP. It forms the β pincer and contains sequence 

determinants for interactions with DNA and RNA. It also partly makes up the active 

center of RNAP. 

 

β’ and β subunits  make extensive interactions with each other. They participate in the 

formation of the active center of the enzyme which is located at the bottom of the cleft.   

The β’ subunit forms a helical structure at the bottom of the cleft called the bridge helix 

which spans the active center of the enzyme. The β’ subunit also forms a flexible loop in 

the vicinity of the active center Mg
2+

, which plays a crucial role in catalysis during 

processive RNA synthesis [21, 28]. 

β’ and β’ subunits participate in the formation of the ‘switch region’, located  at the base  

of the β’ pincer. Switch region consists of 5conserved switches – switch 1, switch 2 and 
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switch 5 belong to the β’ subunit, whereas switch 3 and switch 4 belong to the β subunit 

[29, 30]. 

 

α is the third largest subunit of RNAP (Fig.1). α is present in two copies – α
I
 and α

II
, 

which are identical in sequence and structure.  α
I
 and α

II
 make specific interactions with 

the rest of the RNAP -- α
I
 interacts with the β subunit and α

II
  interacts with the β’ 

subunit. α is involved in  interaction with upstream DNA sequences and interaction with 

a vast majority of regulatory factors. Each α subunit consists of a N-terminal domain 

(NTD; amino acids 1-235), an unstructured flexible linker and a C-terminal domain 

(CTD) (amino acids 245-329) [10, 11, 31]. α NTD contains structural determinants for 

dimerization of two α subunits. The α
I
NTD-α

II
NTD dimer acts as a scaffold for initiating 

the assembly of the RNAP core. α-CTD is separated from α-NTD by an  unstructured 

linker. The unstructured linker confers a certain degree of flexibility to α-CTD to occupy 

various positions on the promoters. α-CTD performs two important regulatory functions:  

i) it is involved in interaction with DNA, particularly at sites upstream of the -35 element, 

called UP-elements. ii) it is involved in interaction with transcription regulators which 

bind to an upstream site on the DNA. Additionally, αCTD contains weak structural 

determinants for dimerization [32, 33]. 

 

ω is the smallest of all the subunits of RNAP and associates primarily with the β’ subunit 

(Fig.1). ω is non-essential for function of RNAP. It is also non-essential for growth under 

normal conditions [34]. However it performs the critical function of acting as a molecular 

chaperone. ω has a structure that resembles a latch and consequently, it fastens together 
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the N-terminus and C-terminus of the unfolded β’ subunit, reducing the configurational 

entropy of β’. This low entropic state facilitates the folding of β’[35]. There have been 

also some studies implying a role of ω in stringent response [36]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. RNAP core. 

β’ is shown in orange; β is hown in green; α
I
 is shown in light blue; α

II
 is shown in dark 

blue; ω is shown in gray. 

(A) Upstream view. 

(B) Topographic view. 
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1.2. Bacterial RNAP holoenzyme 

 

In order to efficiently initiate transcription from specific promoter DNA sequences, 

RNAP core binds to a dissociable initiation factor, σ,  forming RNAP holoenzyme 

(Fig.2A, B) [13, 14, 21, 37]. Apart from their roles in recognizing promoter sequences, σ 

factors play critical roles in promoter-unwinding, promoter-escape and transcriptional 

pausing [38, 39]. σ factors are also targets for various transcription factors [40-42].  

 

Most bacterial species contain multiple σ factors. However, only one of the σ factors is 

responsible for transcription from a vast majority of promoters and thus performs the 

housekeeping function. In case of E.coli, the primary σ factor is a 70 kDa protein called 

σ
70

. σ
70

 makes extensive interactions with RNAP core, by spreading across the upstream 

face of RNAP core (Fig.2A, B) [10, 41, 43-47]. RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme binds to promoter 

DNA containing two sequence elements centered around positions -35 (TATAAT) and  -

10 (TTGACA) upstream of the +1 transcription start site. σ
70

 contains four distinct 

domains:  σ-region-1.1 (σR1.1), σ-region-2 (σR2), σ-region-3 (σR3) and σ-region-4 

(σR4). Determinants in σR1.1, σR2 and σR3 domains recognize distinct promoter 

elements [14, 43, 48-50].  

 

σR1.1 is an unstructured, flexible, N-terminal region of σ
70 

comprising of residues 1 

through ~100. In free σ
70

, σR1.1 occludes the DNA binding activity of the σR2 and σR4 

[44, 51]. Since σ
70

 is present in about 1.6 molar excess over RNAP in vivo, auto-
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inhibition of DNA binding in σ
70

 ensures that no promoter is pre-occupied by σ
70

 and 

transcription can proceed only upon ninding of RNAP –σ
70

 holoenzyme.   

 

In addition to the crystal structure of RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme, crystal structures of E.coli 

and T.acquaticus σR2 have also been solved [10, 51, 52]. The structures reveal that σR2 

is composed of three α-helices. One of the α-helices interacts with the β’ subunit while 

another α-helix is involved in DNA melting and -10 element promoter recognition [10].  

σR3 is also composed of three helices, one of which is involved in interactions with 

upstream DNA.  

σR4 is composed of 2 pairs of α- helices. The C-terminal helix contacts promoter DNA 

between -30 to -38 regions. σR4 is also a hotspot for regulator binding [40, 41]. 

σR3 and σR4 are connected by an unstructured, highly negatively charged, flexible linker 

[51].  

σR1.1 and σR4 serve as molecular mimics of DNA. In free RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme σR1.1 

occupies the active center cleft and the σR3/4 linker occupies the RNA exit channel as 

placeholders for DNA, preventing nonspecific interactions. Prior to entry of DNA in the 

active center cleft and entry of RNA into the exit channel, σR1.1 and σR3/4 linker are 

ejected to permit melting of  promoter DNA and RNA synthesis respectively [44].  

 

In most bacterial species, in addition to primary sigma factors, a repertoire of alternate σ 

factors is available. Alternate σ factors can replace the primary σ factor, resulting in 

changed promoter preferences for a proportion of RNA polymerases present in the cell 

[49, 53]. Alternate σ factors are typically expressed under specific environmental stress 
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conditions and are utilized to drive expression from genes responsible for counteracting 

the stress. Variability of environmental conditions encountered by the bacteria appears to 

directly correlate with the diversity of σ factors expressed by the bacteria. For example, 

intracellular pathogen Mycoplasma genitalium contains only one σ factor, butgut bacteria 

E.coli contains 6 alternate σ factors and soil bacteria Streptomyces coelicolor contains 63 

alternate σ factors. Alternate σ factors usually have short half-lives and are often quickly 

degraded upon removal of the environmental stress [49, 53, 54]. 

 

The best studied alternate σ factor, present in ~60% of bacterial species is a 54 kDa 

protein called σ
54

 [55]. σ
54

, first identified for its role in Nitrogen fixation, has now been 

shown to be involved in various cellular responses such as utilization of carbon from 

alternative sources, cell motility and production of extracellular aligante [50, 56-59]. σ
54

 

shares little sequence homology and promoter specificity with σ
70 

[49, 60]. In contrast to 

σ
70

, σ
54

containing holoenzyme recognizes and bind to sequence elements at positions -24 

(GG) and -12 (TGC) and in a manner analogous to eukaryotic RNAP, requires assistance 

from an additional ATP dependent activator protein to perform unwinding of DNA [55, 

61-63]. Biochemical and cryo-electron microscopic studies reveal that σ
54 

can be divided 

into three functional regions – region I, region II and region III (Fig.2C). Region I 

(residues 1-56 in E.coli) occupies the entrance to the active center cleft of RNAP, 

occluding the entry of DNA into, and unwinding of DNA in, the active cleft [60, 62-66]. 

Region I is also involved in interactions with the activator proteins and recognition of the 

-12 promoter DNA element. Region II (residues 57-107 in E.coli), which links Region I 

and Region III is variable in length and sometimes can even be absent. Region III 
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(residues 108-477 in E.coli) contains determinants for interaction with RNAP core and -

24 promoter element. [64].  

 

 

 

Fig. 2. RNAP holoenzyme:domain architechture of σ
70

 and functional regions of σ
54

. 

β’ is shown in orange; β is shown in green; α
I
 is shown in light blue; α

II
 is shown in dark 

blue; ω is shown in gray; σ
70 

is shown in yellow. 

(A) RNAP-σ70 holoenzyme: Upstream view. 

(B) RNAP-σ70 holoenzyme: Topographic view. 

(C) Functional regions of σ
54

. 
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1.3. σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation  

 

σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation is a multi-step process (Fig. 3) [41, 67]: 

(i) RNAP binds to promoter DNA, yielding RNAP-promoter closed complex, in which 

dsDNA makes initial interactions with the enzyme and the DNA remains outside the 

RNAP active-center cleft (RPc; where "closed" refers to the fact that the DNA is double-

stranded). At most promoters, RPc is unstable and it either rapidly dissociates or 

isomerizes to more stable complexes via various intermediates. 

(ii) RNAP loads DNA into, and unwinds DNA in (from -12 to +2 positions, with respect 

to transcription start site, +1) the RNAP active-center cleft, yielding an RNAP-promoter 

open complex (RPo; where "open" refers to the fact that the DNA is partly single-

stranded). 

(iii) RNAP synthesizes the first ~10 nt of RNA using a "scrunching" mechanism, in 

which RNAP remains stationary relative to promoter DNA and pulls downstream DNA 

into itself (15,22), yielding an RNAP-promoter initial transcribing complex (RPitc).  

 

 

Fig. 3. Intermediates in σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation. 
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1.4. σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation 

 

σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation  in bacteria is mechanistically different from the  

σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation pathway [41, 62].  

(i) σ
54

-RNAP holoenzyme binds to a promoter containing key -12 (GG) and -24 (TGC) 

promoter elements, yielding stable RNAP-promoter closed complex, RPc. Unlike σ
70

 

dependent RPc, σ54-dependent RPc is stable and cannot spontaneously isomerize to a 

RNAP-promoter open complex, RPo. 

(ii) An inactive enhancer binding protein (bEBP; such as NtrC1 or PspF) dimer binds to 

an upstream enhancer binding site on DNA. 

(iii) Binding of the bEBP dimer leads to the recruitment of additional subunits resulting 

in the formation of an active hexamer. 

(iv) DNA looping (which can be optionally aided by DNA bending proteins) permits the 

bEBP to interact with RPc. 

(v) Binding of ATP to the active site of bEBP causes conformational change in loop L1 

of bEBP, which adopts a raised conformation allowing the bEBP to interact with RPc, 

yielding RNAP-promoter-intermediate-complex-1 (RPi1). 

(vi) ATP hydrolysis causes remodeling of σ
54

 domains, resulting in downstream 

movement of promoter DNA and relocation of σ
54

 region I to partially block entry of 

DNA into the active center cleft of RNAP, yielding RNAP-promoter-intermediate-

complex-2 (RPi2). 
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(vii) Completion of ATP hydrolysis results in lowering of the L1 loop and relocation of 

σ
54

, allowing entry of DNA into the active center cleft and unwinding of DNA in the 

active center cleft yielding RPo. 

(viii) ADP is released from the bEBP, resulting in dissociation of the bEBP from DNA. 

(ix) Steps following formation of RPo are similar in σ
54

-dependent initiation pathway and 

σ
70

-dependent initiation pathway (see step iii of the preceding section).  

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Intermediates in σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation. 
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1.5. Transcription elongation  

 

RNAP initial transcribing complex is involved in abortive cycle of RNA production. 

Upon reaching a threshold of about 8-9 nt RNA product, RNA polymerase breaks free of 

its interactions with the promoter and begins processive RNA synthesis. At this stage 

structural and mechanistic rearrangements occur in RNAP leading to the formation of 

RNAP-DNA elongation complex (RDe). In RDe, the clamp undergoes a rotation of ~11˚ 

with respect to the RNAP-σ
70

holoenzyme, to adopt a closed conformation. In RDe, 

interactions with σ
70

 are sufficiently weakened to allow optional release of σ
70

 during 

early stages of elongation (RNA product of up to 12 bases). σ
70

 is obligatorily released in 

mature elongation complexes (RNA product greater than 12 bases) [68-70].   

Crystal structures have revealed that RNAP continues to maintain the crab claw shape in 

RDe [21]. The downstream DNA enters the active center cleft and forms the transcription 

bubble. The growing RNA is attached to the catalytic site with its 3’-end and forms an 8-

9 bp hybrid duplex with the DNA strand. The upstream DNA enters the RNA exit 

channel.  

Elongation complexes are marked by great processivity and stability. Single molecule 

force measurements have revealed that RNAP uses a stepping mechanism, in which it 

translocates 1 bp at a time relative to DNA [71].  

In RDe, key structural dynamics have been proposed to occur in the vicinity of RNAP 

active center – involving the trigger loop. Crystallographic structures have indicated that 

the trigger loop cycles between the open and closed conformations [21, 28]. In the 

unfolded open conformation, catalytic residues on the trigger loop are far away for the 
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active site Mg
2+

, and water molecules can freely access the active center of the enzyme. 

During catalysis, the trigger loop adopts a folded closed conformation which brings the 

catalytic residues on the loop close to the active center Mg
2+

 allowing synthesis of 

phosphodiester bonds and exclusion of unwanted water molecules. 

 

1.6.  in crystallo conformational states of RNAP clamp 

Over a decade back, Roger Kornberg’s group reported crystal structures of two 

structurally distinct forms of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II [23]. A striking difference 

between the two forms was a massive conformational change in the RNAP clamp. Since 

then, crystal structures of RNAP across different species, across various crystal contexts 

have captured the RNAP clamp in conformational states ranging from fully open clamp 

state to a fully closed (Fig. 5) [10-12, 21, 23, 24, 28, 45, 72, 73].  The open clamp state 

has dimensions which permit entry of dsDNA into the active center cleft and the closed 

state has dimension which do not permit entry or exit of DNA from the active center 

cleft. It has been proposed that clamp closure involves a swinging motion of the β’ 

pincer, with rotation by ~30º about a hinge region at the base of β’ pincer, and with 

displacement by ~30Å of residues at the tip of the β’ pincer. The rotation about the hinge 

region is proposed to be mediated by a ‘switch region’ comprising of five flexible 

switches located at the base of the β’ pincer (Fig.5) [23, 24, 29].  Upon formation of a 

catalytically competent transcription complex All five switches undergo conformational 

changes. Switches 1, 2 and 3 make direct interactions with the unwound DNA in the 

RNAP active center cleft, making it plausible that interactions involving ssDNA and the 

RNAP switch region may induce clamp closure.  
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Contradictory to the above proposals, an alternative model of transcription  initiation 

exists. It has been proposed, that unwinding of DNA to form the transcription bubble 

occurs outside of  the active center cleft, during which the clamp does not fully open and 

the strands of DNA are inserted in the active center cleft, one at a time [28]. This 

proposal, at least partly, stems from the fact that a fully open conformational state of the 

RNAP clamp has not been observed in bacterial RNAP holoenzyme crystal structures. 

Therefore, it remai0ns a possibility that the putative conformational states observed in 

RNAP crystal structures do not represent clamp states in solution and are results of 

crystal lattice artifacts. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. RNAP clamp conformational states as observed in crystal structures. 

Open, partly closed and closed states of the RNAP clamp (PDB 1I3Q, 1HQM, and 1I6H). 

σ and the β' non-conserved domain are omitted for clarity in this and subsequent figures. 
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1.7. Switch-region-target-inhibitors 

 

Recent research has identified a RNAP switch region as a novel target for a class of small 

molecule inhibitors [29, 74, 75]. The switch region target inhibitors have been shown to 

bind to the switch region of RNAP -- a region proposed to mediate opening and closing 

of the RNAP clamp by serving as a hinge at the base of the β’ pincer [5, 23, 29, 72]. The 

switch region is highly conserved across gram positive and gram negative bacterial 

species and does not overlap with the binding pocket of rifampicin, a popular drug for 

treatment of tuberculosis [29, 76].    

 

Myxopyronin (Myx), corallopyronin (Cor), and ripostatin (Rip) belong to the class of 

switch-region-target inhibitors (Fig. 6). Myx, Cor and Rip have been proposed to block a 

step in the isomerization of RPc to RPo. It has been proposed that switch-region-target 

inhibitors function by inducing a conformational restrain on the movement of the RNAP 

clamp [29].  

 

Myx is an α-pyrone antibiotic (MW = 417 Da for Myx A and 431 Da for Myx B) 

produced by the Myxococcus fulvus Mf50 (Fig. 6) [77, 78]. Myx potently inhibits both 

Gram-positive bacterial RNAP and Gram-negative bacterial RNAP, but does not inhibit 

eukaryotic RNAP [30]. Myxopyronin interacts with a significant section of the switch 

region, including switch 2 and amino acids on β’ and β subunits adjacent to switch 2. 

Additionally it has been shown that Myx interferes with interactions between RNAP and 
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the promoter region of promoter (-11 to +15) that is typically unwound  to form the 

transcription bubble [29, 30].    

 

Cor is a α-pyrone antibiotic (MW = 542 Da) structurally related to Myx, differing by 

possession of a seven-carbon side-chain extension (Fig. 6). Cor is produced by the 

Myxobacterium Corallococcus coralloides [79]. Cor interacts with exactly the same 

amino acid residues as Myx, along with an addition residue 1326 on β subunit. 

Analogous to Myx, Cor interferes interaction of RNAP with promoter position -11 to +15 

[29, 30].   

 

Rip is a 14-membered macrocylic-lactone antibiotic (MW = 494 Da) structurally 

unrelated to Myx and Cor (Fig. 6). Rip is produced by the Sorangium cellulosum 

Soce377 [80]. The inhibitory properties of Rip are similar to Myx. In spite of the 

structural dissimilarities, Rip interacts with the exact same residues as Cor and also 

interferes with RNAP binding to promoter region spanning -11 to +15 [29, 30]. 
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Fig. 6. Structures of switch-region-target inhibitors: Myxopyronin (Myx), 

Corallopyronin (Cor) and Ripostatin (Rip). 
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1.8. Gp2 

 

The transcription of bacteriophage T7 genome proceeds in three stages: (i) early genes 

are transcribed by the host RNAP. (ii) middle genes are transcribed by the viral RNAP. 

(iii) late genes are transcribed by the viral RNAP.  

Gp2 (7 kDa) is a non-DNA-binding transcription factor encoded by the middle genes of 

the T7 bacteriophage. Recent crystallographic and Biochemical studies indicate that Gp2 

binds to the β’ jaw domain of RNAP [81, 82].  

Gp2 inhibits the function of host RNAP by blocking a late step in the isomerization of 

RPc to RPo [82, 83]. It has been proposed that Gp2 may interfere with the binding of 

downstream DNA to the β’ jaw. However, it has been shown that Gp2 is capable of 

inhibiting RNAP in complex with DNA lacking DNA downstream of the +6 position. 

Thus, the mechanism of inhibition of RNAP by Gp2 may be a complex process involving 

allosteric effects in, or near, the active center of the RNAP, including effects on RNAP 

clamp and/or σR1.1[81, 83].  

 

1.9. Single molecule Fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

 

In a series of seminal papers from 1946 to1955, Theodor Foster outlined the theoretical 

basis of transfer of non-radiative electronic excitation energy between two molecules in 

solution, a process termed Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) [84-86]. 

Theodor Foster’s work was built upon the work of Jean Perrin and Francis Perrin who 

observed that 2 chromophores in solution could interact without collision. 
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Quantum mechanical processes underlying FRET are outlined below (???): 

1. A donor fluorophore absorbs energy to reach an excited singlet state, S1, from a 

ground state, S0. 

2. Several excited states are available to the donor fluorophore, but rapid vibrational 

relaxation to S1 by internal conversion ensures majority of emission occurs from this 

state. 

3. If a suitable acceptor is nearby, then non-radiative energy transfer can occur between 

the donor and the acceptor. The transfer involves resonance between the singlet-singlet 

electronic transitions of the two fluorophores generated by coupling of emission 

transition dipole moment of the donor and absorption transition dipole moment of the 

acceptor. Thus the efficiency of FRET and the range of distances over which it can occur 

are determined by spectral properties if a given donor-acceptor pair.  

  

FRET can be measured either by decrease of quantum yield of the donor in the presence 

of an acceptor or by the enhancement of fluorescence emission of the acceptor in the 

presence of the donor. Quantum mechanics dictates that the efficiency of energy transfer 

is proportional to the inverse sixth power of the distance separating the fluorophores, R, 

given by the relation [86-88]: 

 

E = 1 / [1+(R/R0)
6
] 
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Where R0 is the donor-acceptor distance at which the energy transfer efficiency is half 

maximal. In other words, R=R0 when FRET efficiency is 50%. R0 in Å distance can be 

determined using the following relation: 

 

R0
6
 = 8.8×10

-28
n

-4
κ

2
QDJ                 

                                                

where n is the refractive index of the medium (1.4; 46); κ
2
 is the orientation factor 

relating donor emission dipole and acceptor excitation dipole; QD is the quantum yield of 

the donor in the absence of acceptor; and J is the overlap integral of donor emission 

spectrum and acceptor excitation spectrum.  

 

FRET is routinely used as a sensitive reporter of molecular distance in the range of ~20 to 

~100 Å. Once limited to ensemble biophysical measurements, advances in microscopy 

techniques have enable determination of FRET at the level of single-molecules. Many 

complex biological processes are inherently heterogenous and/or stochastic in nature. In 

contrast to measurements which usually report a mean value representing an ensemble, 

single-molecule FRET (smFRET) measurements report population distributions of 

observed FRET species. smFRET observables permit the study processes such as 

conformational changes in biological macromolecules and multi-step reaction 

mechanisms, allowing identification of distinct and/or even rare states. 
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In-solution single-pair FRET (spFRET) measurements typically employ setups where a 

donor laser is focused tightly into a femtoliter scale excitation volume. Molecules present 

in an extremely dilutes solution, by virtue of Brownian diffusion freely enter the 

femtoliter-scale excitation volume and  illuminated by the donor laser which generates a 

characteristic burst of photons from each of the single fluorophores [89-93]. If an 

acceptor fluorophore is present in close proximity (~20-~100 Å) [94], energy is 

transferred from donor to acceptor, and the acceptor also emits a burst of photons. The 

photons from donor and acceptor are counted in their respective donor and acceptor 

detector channels. The FRET efficiency for each donor-acceptor pair is determined by the 

ratio of photons detected in the acceptor channel and the number of photons detected in 

both donor and acceptor channels. Complications due to chemically and  photophysically 

induced artifactual low FRET species limit the application of spFRET to only high FRET 

measurements. (greater than 50 Å inter-dye distance). Moreover, sub-stoichiometric 

complexes cannot be identified by spFRET measurements.  

 

Alternating laser excitation (ALEX) based smFRET measurements can overcome the 

issues with spFRET measurements [68, 95, 96]. ALEX confocal microscopy employs 

two lasers, tightly focused into a femtoliter-scale excitation volume, alternating at donor 

excitation and acceptor excitation wavelengths (Fig. 7A). ALEX with micro-second time-

scale alternation period enables illumination of freely diffusing single-molecules as they 

transit the femtoliter-scale excitation volume -- permitting recovery of distinct donor and 

acceptor emission signatures. The emission signatures consist of small bursts of photons, 

detected in the donor and/or acceptor channels, per single-molecule observed. Since, in 
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ALEX, emission from acceptor can be measured  independent of donor excitation, it 

allows computation of a stoichiometry parameter, S, which reports on the relative 

stoichiometry of donor and acceptor probes for each molecule observed. ALEX also 

permits computation of FRET efficiency parameter, E, for each molecule observed. This 

allows the construction of an E/S plot, in which the S, with values ranging between 0 and 

1, can be used to virtually sort species that contain both donor and acceptor dyes 

(clustered around S values of ~0.5) from donor-only (clustered around S values of ~1.0) 

species and acceptor only species (clustered around S values of ~0) (Fig. 7B). The 

desired doubly labelled species be selected and the corresponding E distributions can be 

determined. The results define the equilibrium population distributions of E values. The 

distributions can be fitted to Gaussians, in which the number of Gaussians correlates with 

the number of sub-populations and the mean of the Gaussian defines the mean E value of 

the sub-population. 

ALEX measurements can be performed both in-solution and on surface immobilized 

complexes. In-solution ALEX measurements, used in this work have certain advantages 

over surface immobilized complexes [68, 95-98]: 

(i) it does not require development of a surface immobilization chemistry 

(ii) it can avoid structural and functional perturbations that can be induced by surface 

immobilization of protein molecules. 

(iii) there are no photophysical issues related to close proximity to the surface (higher 

background, non-radiative transfer etc.) 
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Fig. 7. Measurement of smFRET: two-color alternating laser excitation (ALEX). 

(A) Experimental setup. Confocal optical microscopy with alternating laser excitation 

(ALEX) is used to generate a femtoliter-scale excitation and detection volume in a 

sample chamber (inset at right center) and to detect and quantify fluorescent signals from 

fluorescently labelled single-molecules freely diffusing in solution as they transit the 

femtoliter-scale excitation and detection volume (inset at lower right). The experimental 

setup contains two lasers: one providing excitation at the donor excitation wavelength 

(532 nm) and the other providing excitation at the acceptor excitation wavelength (638 

nm). The lasers are alternated on the s time scale using an acousto-optical modulator 

(AOM). Emission is monitored in the donor channel and the acceptor channel using 

avalanche photodiodes (APD 1 and APD 2). 

(B) Two-color stoichiometry-based molecular sorting.  Two-color ALEX yields two 

parameters for each molecule detected: a donor-acceptor stoichiometry parameter (S) and 

a donor-acceptor smFRET efficiency (E). The figure shows an S/E plot (at bottom), in 

which each dot represents a single observation--i.e., the observed value of S and the 

observed value of E for a single molecule transiting the femtoliter-scale excitation and 

detection volume. The distribution of observations on the S-axis (histogram at right) 

enables distinction between species containing both the donor and the acceptor (desired 

species) and species containing only the donor or only the acceptor (undesired species, 

comprising incompletely labeled complexes, incompletely assembled complexes, or 

complexes in photophysical dark states). Considering only observations from species 

containing both the donor and the acceptor, the distribution of E values on the E-axis 

(histogram at top) defines mean E and permits calculation of mean donor-acceptor 

distance, R (image at top). The results provide an equilibrium population distribution of 

E. The number of peaks in the distribution defines the number of distinguishable 

subpopulations, and, for each distinguishable subpopulation, defines mean E and mean R. 
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2. Experimental strategy 

  

This work aims at defining the conformational states of RNAP clamp, in solution, at each 

step in transcription by use of single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

(Fig 8A). The strategy involves: 

(i) synthesis of phosphine derivatives of fluorescent donor and acceptor probes suitable 

for single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy. 

(ii) Use of unnatural amino acid mutagenesis and Staudinger ligation for site-specific 

incorporation of a first donor fluorescent probe at the tip of the β pincer serving as a fixed 

reference point (Fig 8B). 

(iii) Use of unnatural amino acid mutagenesis and Staudinger ligation site-specific 

incorporation of a second donor fluorescent probe at the tip of the clamp serving as a 

mobile reporter of distance (Fig 8B). 

(iv) in vitro reconstitution of RNAP using fluorescently labelled β’ and β subunits. 

(v) Development of a computational framework to interpret FRET efficiencies in terms of 

structural changes in RNAP (Fig 8B). 

(vi)Development of a single-molecule FRET based assay to monitor clamp conformation 

at each step in transcription  initiation and transcription elongation. 

 

In addition to defining the role of RNAP clamp in each stage in transcription, this work 

also provides insight into possible mechanism of inhibition of transcription by small 

molecule inhibitors and a transcriptional regulator via conformational changes in the 

RNAP clamp. 
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Fig. 8. Determination of RNAP clamp conformation in solution. 

(A) Measurement of smFRET between fluorescent probes incorporated at the tips of the 

RNAP β’ pincer (clamp) and the RNAP β pincer. Open (red), partly closed (yellow), and 

closed (green) RNAP clamp conformational states are as observed in crystal structures 

(PDB 1I3Q, 1HQM, and 1I6H).  

(B) Incorporation of fluorescent probes at the tips of the RNAP β’ pincer (clamp) and the 

RNAP β pincer, by unnatural amino acid mutagenesis [99] to incorporate 

4-azidophenylalanine at sites of interest in β’ and β, followed by Staudinger ligation [100, 

101]  to incorporate fluorescent probes at 4-azidophenylalanines in β’ and β, followed by 

in vitro reconstitution of RNAP from labelled β’ and β and unlabelled α* (covalently 

linked α-N-terminal-domain dimer) and ω(see Materials and Methods) [102, 103]. 

Plasmids, genes, and proteins are shown as ovals, open bars, and closed bars, 

respectively. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Plasmids. 

Plasmid pET21a-rpoC-CH6, encoding C-terminally hexahistidine-tagged Escherichia 

coli  RNAP ’ subunit, was constructed by replacing the BsmI-HindIII segment of 

pET21a-rpoC by the BsmI-HindIII rpoC segment of plasmid pRL663 [104]. Plasmid 

pET21a-rpoC284TAG-CH6 was constructed by use of site-directed mutagenesis 

(QuikChange II; Stratagene, Inc.) to replace rpoC codon 284 by an amber codon (TAG). 

Plasmid pET21d-rpoB-CH6, encoding C-terminally hexahistidine-tagged E. coli RNAP  

subunit, was constructed by replacing the NcoI-HindIII segment of plasmid pET21d 

(Novagen, Inc.) by the NcoI-HindIII rpoB segment of plasmid pRL706 [105], followed 

by deleting 44 bp between the NcoI site and the rpoB start codon by use of site-directed 

mutagenesis. Plasmid pET21d-rpoB106TAG-CH6 was constructed by use of site-

directed mutagenesis to replace rpoB codon 106 by an amber codon (TAG). 

Plasmid pET21a-NFα, encoding N-terminally FLAG-tagged E. coli RNAP α subunit, 

was constructed by replacing the Xbal-BamHI segment of plasmid pET21a (Novagen, 

Inc.) by the Xbal-BamHI rpoA segment of plasmid pHTf1Bam-NF [106]. 

Plasmid pET28a-NF-αNTD
I
-αNTD

II
, encoding an N-terminally Flag-tagged first E. coli 

RNAP α subunit N-terminal domain ( residues 1-235; NTD
I
), followed by 

GlySerGlyGlySerGly, followed by a second E. coli RNAP α subunit N-terminal domain 

( residues 1-235; NTD
II
) (Flag-αNTD

I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
; * in Fig. 8B), was 

constructed by replacing the NcoI-NotI segment of plasmid pET28A (Novagen, Inc.) by 

an add-on-PCR-generated NcoI-BamHI DNA segment encoding N-terminally FLAG-
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tagged αNTD
I 
 [prepared using plasmid pET21a-NFα as template and 5'-

GGGAATTCCATGGACTACAAGGACG ACGATGACAAGG-3' and 5'- 

TCGCGGATCCACGTAAGTCAACGAAAGCTTCCAGTTGTTCAGC-3' as primers] 

and an add-on-PCR-generated BamHI-NotI DNA segment encoding 

GlySerGlyGlySerGly-NTD
II 

 [prepared using plasmid pREII-NH [107] as template 

and 5'-TCGCGGATCCGGTGGCAGC 

GGGATGCAGGGTTCTGTGACAGAGTTTCTAAAACCG-3' and 

5'-TGCGGCGGCCGCTTAACGT AAGTCAACGAAAGCTTCCAGTTGTTCAGC-3' 

as primers].   

 

3.2. DNA fragments. 

DNA fragments lacCONS-14(-107/+56), lacCONS(A+2G)-14(-107/+56) and 

[+56-Alexa488]-lacCONS-14(-107/+56) (sequences in Fig. 16) were prepared according 

to procedures in 35. DNA fragment nifH(-60/+28) was prepared as in [108]. 

 

3.3. Fluorescent probes.  

Alexa488 C5-maleimide was purchased from Invitrogen, Inc. 

 

Fluorescent donor probe Cy3B-carboyl-ethylenediaminyl-phosphine (Cy3B-phosphine) 

was synthesized in three steps as follows [100, 101] (Fig. 9): 

(i) Cy3B-carboyl-ethylenediaminyl-trityl (II).  Mono-trityl-ethelenediamine (acetic acid 

salt; 23.5 mg; 65 μmol), I (Cy3B-NHS; 5.0 mg; 6.5 μmol), and TEA (60 μl; 430 umol) 

were added, in turn, to 200 μl anhydrous DMF, and the reaction mixture was incubated 1 
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h at room temperature.  The product was purified by reversed-phase HPLC (solvent A: 

water; solvent B: 90% acetonitrile, 10% water; gradient 30 to 80% B in 30 min at 2 

ml/min) and lyophilized.  MS (MALDI): calculated, m/z 845.6 (MH
+
); found, 845.6. 

 

(ii) Cy3B-carboyl-ethylenediamine (III).  TFA (50 l; 0.65 mmol) was added to II (4.2 

mg; 5.0 mol) in 200 μl choloroform, and the reaction mixture was incubated at 1 h at 

room temperature.  The product was purified by reversed-phase HPLC (solvent A: 0.1% 

TFA in water; solvent B: 100% acetonitrile; gradient: 20 to 80% B in 30 min at 2 ml/min) 

and lyophilized.  MS (MALDI): calculated, m/z 603.3 (MH
+
); found, 603.3. 

 

(iii) Cy3B-carboyl-ethylenediaminyl-phosphine (Cy3B-phosphine; IV).  EDAC (12.5 

mg; 65 umol) in 50 l DMF, NHSS (8.8 mg; 65 μmol) in 50 l DMF, and MDPT (24 

mg; 60 μmol) in 50 l DMF were combined. III (2.4 mg; 4.0 mol) in 50 l DMF was 

added, followed by DIPEA (23 μl; 130 μmol), and the reaction mixture was incubated 3 h 

at 37˚C.  The product was purified by reversed-phase HPLC (solvent A: 0.1% TFA in 

water; solvent B: 100% acetonitrile; gradient: 30 to 100% B in 30 min at 2 ml/min) and 

lyophilized.  MS (MALDI): calculated, m/z 948.5 (MH
+
); found, 948.5. 

 

Fluorescent acceptor probe Alexa647-phosphine
20 Å

 was synthesized in three steps as 

follows [100, 101] (Fig. 9): 

(i) Alexa647-pentanoyl-ethylenediaminyl-trityl (VI).  N-trityl-1,2-ethanediamine 

(hydrobromide salt) (23 mg; 60 μmol) was added, to V (Alexa Fluor 647 NHS ester; 5.0 

mg; 5.0 μmol) in 1 ml DMF.  TEA (10.0 μl; 71 mol) was added and the reaction 
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mixture was incubated 30 min at room temperature.  The reaction mixture was dried 

under vacuum, re-dissolved in 0.5 ml ethanol and 20 μl ammonium hydroxide.  The 

product was isolated by flash chromatography and dried under vacuum. 

 

(ii) Alexa647-pentanoyl-ethylenediamine (VII).  TFA (100 l; 1.3 mmol) was added to 

VI (5.0 mg; 4.4 mol) in 200 μl choloroform, and the reaction mixture was incubated at 

30 min at room temperature.  The reaction mixture was dried under vacuum, and the 

product was purified using flash chromatography.  MS (MALDI): calculated. m/z 901 

(MH
+
); found, 901. 

 

(iii) Alexa647-pentanoyl-ethylenediaminyl-phosphine (Alexa647-phosphine
20 Å

; VIII).  

EDAC (21 mg; 110 μmol) in 250 l degassed water, NHSS (21 mg; 78 μmol) in 250 μl 

degassed water, VII (5.0 mg; 5.5 μmol) in 200 μl DMF and 50 l degassed water, and 

MDPT (30 mg; 75 μmol) in 250 μl DMF were combined.  A precipitate was observed.  

DMF (~700 l) was added, resulting in dissolution of the precipitate.  DIPEA (28 μl; 160 

μmol) was added, and the mixture was incubated 3 h at 37˚C.  The product was purified 

by reversed-phase HPLC (solvent A: 0.1% TFA in water; solvent B: 100% acetonitrile; 

gradient: 30 to 100% B in 30 min at 2 ml/min) and was dried under vacuum.  MS 

(MALDI): calculated, m/z 1248.4 (MH
+
); found, 1248.4. 

 

3.4. β’ and β derivatives.  

Inclusion bodies containing E. coli RNAP ' and  subunits were prepared and stored as 

in [102].   
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4-azidophenylalanine-labelled  ’ and  derivatives were prepared as follows (see [99]: 

E. coli strain BL21(DE3) (Stratagene, Inc) was transformed with plasmid pDule-azide 

[99]; kindly provided by Peter Schultz, The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla CA and 

Ryan Mehl, Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster PA) and subsequently was 

transformed with plasmid pET21a-rpoC284TAG-CH6 or plasmid pET21d-rpoB106TAG-

CH6. Single colonies of the resulting transformants were inoculated into 5 ml LB broth 

[109] containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin and 25 μg/ml tetracycline, and cultures were 

incubated 10 h at 37°C with shaking. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4000xg; 10 

min at 4˚C), resuspended in 5 ml M9+ broth [M9 broth (38) containing 0.4% glucose, 2 

mM MgCl2, 0.1 M CaCl2, 3 nM (NH4)6Mo7O24, 400 nM H3BO3, 30 nM CoCl2, 10 nM 

CuSO4, 80 nM MnCl2, 20 nM ZnSO4, 2 mg/ml thiamine, 0.4 mg/ml choline chloride, 0.5 

mg/ml folic acid, 0.5 mg/ml nicotinamide, 1 mg/ml myoinositol, 1 mg/ml pyridoxal-HCl, 

0.05 mg/ml riboflavin, and 1 mg/ml biotin], used to inoculate 50 ml M9+ broth 

containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin and 25 μg/ml tetracycline, and cultures were incubated 

16 h at 37°C. Aliquots (10 ml) were used to inoculate 1 L M9+ containing 1mM 4-azido-

L-phenylalanine (Chem-Impex International, Inc.), 100 μg/ml ampicillin, and 25 μg/ml 

tetracycline, cultures were incubated at 37C with shaking until OD600 = 0.6, were 

induced by addition of isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to 1 mM, and 

were incubated for an additional 4 h at 37C with shaking. Cells were harvested by 

centrifugation (4000xg; 20 min at 4˚C), were lysed, and inclusion bodies containing 

4-azidophenylalanine-labelled ' and  derivatives were prepared and stored according to 

procedures in [102]. 
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Fluorescent-probe-labelled ’ and  derivatives were prepared as follows (see [100]: 

Reaction mixtures (3 ml) contained 20 M 4-azidophenylalanine-labelled ’ or  

derivative (solubilized immediately before use)  and 200 M fluorescent-probe-

phosphine [Cy3B-phosphine or Alexa647-phosphine
20 Å

 (18)] in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 

7.9, 6 M guanidine-HCl, and 5% glycerol.  Reaction mixtures were incubated 15 h at 

37˚C. Reaction mixtures were applied to 10 ml columns of Bio-Gel P30 (BioRad, Inc.) 

pre-equilibrated in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 6 M guanidine-HCl, and 5% glycerol; 

columns were washed with 3 ml of the same buffer; and fluorescent-probe-labelled ’ 

and  derivatives were eluted in 3 ml of the same buffer. 

Efficiencies of incorporation of fluorescent probes were determined from UV/Vis-

absorbance measurements and were calculated as follows [100]: 

 

concentration of product  =  [A280 - F, 280(Amax / F, max)]/P, 280                          

 

labelling efficiency  =  100%[(Amax /F, max)/(concentration of product)]               

 

where A280 is the measured absorbance at 280 nm, Amax is the measured absorbance at the 

long-wavelength absorbance maximum of fluorescent probe F (559 nm and 652 nm for 

Cy3B and Alexa647, respectively),  P,280 is the molar extinction coefficient of protein P 

at 280 nm (calculated as in 39),  F,280 is the molar extinction coefficient of fluorescent 

probe F at 280 nm (10,400 M
-1

 cm
-1

 and 7,350 M
-1

 cm
-1

 for Cy3B and Alexa647, 

respectively), and  F,max is the extinction coefficient of fluorescent probe F at its long-
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wavelength absorbance maximum (130,000 M
-1

 cm
-1

 and 245,000 M
-1

 cm
-1

 for Cy3B and 

Alexa647, respectively).  

Specificities of incorporation of fluorescent probes were measured from the observed 

efficiencies of labelling (see preceding paragraph) of (i) the product of the labelling 

reaction with the 4-azidophenylalanine-labelled ' or  derivative and (ii) the product of a 

parallel labelling reaction with unlabelled ' or . The specificity of labelling was 

calculated as [100]:  

 

labelling specificity  =  100%[1 - [(labelling efficiency with P) / (labelling efficiency with 

P-azide)]                                        

 

where P-azide is the 4-azidophenylalanine-labelled protein and P is the corresponding 

unlabelled protein. 

Typical yields of fluorescent-probe-labelled ’ and  derivatives were 15 mg/L and 18 

mg/L, respectively. Typical labelling efficiencies were ~90% (Fig. 10C). Typical 

labelling specificities were >90% (Fig. 10C). 

  

3.5. Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
.  

A fusion protein comprising an N-terminally Flag-tagged first E. coli RNAP α subunit N-

terminal domain ( residues 1-235; NTD
I
), followed by GlySerGlyGlySerGly, followed 

by a second E. coli RNAP α subunit N-terminal domain ( residues 1-235; NTD
II
) 

(Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
; * in Fig. 8B) was prepared as follows: E. coli strain 
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BL21(DE3) (Invitrogen, Inc.) was transformed with plasmid pET28a-NF-αNTD
I
-αNTD

II
. 

Single colonies of the resulting transformants were used to inoculate10 ml LB broth 

containing 40 g/ml kanamycin, and cultures were incubated 16 h at 37C with shaking. 

Aliquots (5 ml) were used to inoculate 1 L LB broth containing 40 g/ml kanamycin, 

cultures were incubated at 37C with shaking until OD600 = 0.6, cultures were induced by 

addition of IPTG to 1 mM, and cultures were incubated an additional 3 h at 37°C. Cells 

were harvested by centrifugation (5,000xg; 20 min at 4˚C), resuspended in 25 ml of lysis 

buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, and one protease 

inhibitor cocktail tablet (Roche, Inc)] and lysed using an Avestin EmulsiFlex-C5 cell 

disrupter (Avestin, Inc.). Lysates were centrifuged (20,000xg; 20 min at 4C), 

supernatants were collected, and protein was precipitated by addition of ammonium 

sulfate (35 g per 100 ml supernatant) followed by centrifugation (20,000xg; 10 min at 

4C). Pellets were dissolved in 10 ml TBS (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, and 

5% glycerol) and loaded onto two 5 ml columns packed with ANTI-FLAG M2 affinity 

gel (Sigma, Inc.) pre-equilibrated in TBS. Columns were washed with 50 ml TBS and 

were eluted with twenty-five 1 ml fractions of TBS containing 0.1 mg/ml FLAG peptide 

(Sigma, Inc.). Fractions containing NTD
I
-NTD

II 
were pooled, concentrated, and stored 

in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 200 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM β-

mercaptoethanol, and 50% glycerol at -80°C. Typical yields of Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-

αNTD
II
 were 20 mg/L.  

 

 

3.6. .  
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Inclusion bodies containing E. coli RNAP  subunit were prepared and stored as in 

[102]. 

 

3.7. RNAP derivatives.  

Unlabelled E. coli RNAP core and RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme were prepared as in [102].   

Fluorescent-probe-labelled E. coli RNAP core and RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme were 

reconstituted from fluorescent-probe-labelled and unlabelled subunits as follows: 

Reaction mixtures (60 ml) contained: 7.8 mg (50 nmol) fluorescent-probe-labelled or 

unlabelled β’ derivative, 3.0 mg (20 nmol) fluorescent-probe-labelled or unlabelled β 

derivative, 4.2 mg (80 nmol) Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
, and 2.0 mg (200 nmol) ω, 

in denaturation buffer (6 M guanidine-HCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 

μM ZnCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol). Reaction mixtures were 

dialyzed 12 h at 4°C against 2 L reconstitution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 200 mM 

KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 μM ZnCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM -mercaptoethanol, and 20% 

glycerol), further dialyzed 10 h at 4C against 2 L of the same buffer, and further 

dialyzed 12 h against 2 L of the same buffer minus -mercaptoethanol. Following 

dialysis, insoluble material was removed by centrifugation (20,000xg; 30 min at 4C), 

and supernatants (for preparation of RNAP core) or supernatants supplemented with 0.7 

mg (10 nmol) σ
70

 (for preparation of RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme) were incubated 45 min at 

30°C.  Following incubation, insoluble material was removed by centrifugation 

(12000xrpm; 20 min at 4°C)., and supernatants were applied to 3 ml columns packed 

with ANTI-FLAG M2 affinity gel (Sigma, Inc) pre-equilibrated in TBS. Columns were 

washed with 30 ml TBS and eluted with fifteen 1 ml fractions of TBS containing 0.1 
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mg/ml FLAG peptide (Sigma, Inc). Fractions containing fluorescent-probe-labelled 

RNAP core and RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme derivatives were pooled and were dialyzed 

against TGEB (30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM β-

mercaptoethanol and 5% glycerol). Fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP core and RNAP-


70

 holoenzyme derivatives were further purified by anion-exchange chromatography on 

Mono-Q according to procedures in 35 and were stored in 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 0.1 

M NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 50% glycerol at -20°C. 

SDS-PAGE, analytical size exclusion chromatography, and transcription assays confirm 

that RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme and core have correct subunit stoichiometries, correct 

monomeric aggregation states, and high specific activities (Fig. 11).  

The use in this procedure of Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
 (80 nmol) instead of N-

terminally Flag-tagged wild-type RNAP  subunit (160 nmol) results in higher yields and 

equal or higher specific activities (unpublished data). RNAP derivatives containing 

Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
 behave indistinguishably from RNAP derivatives 

containing wild-type  subunit in 
70

-dependent transcription initiation and elongation at 

lacCONS-14 and in 
54

-dependent transcription initiation at nifH(-35/-1) (unpublished 

data).   

Typical yields of fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP core and RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme 

derivatives were 0.2 mg per 60 ml reconstitution reaction mixture.  Typical purities were 

>95% (Fig. 11A,B).  Typical specific activities were 70-80% those of unlabelled RNAP 

core and RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme (Fig. 11C).   
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3.8.  σ
70

  

Unlabelled E. coli σ
70 

was prepared as in [108]. 

Alexa488-labelled E. coli σ
70

 was prepared from the single-cysteine 
70 

derivative 

[Ser132;Ser291;Ser295;Cys596]-σ
70

 (35) and Alexa488 C5-maleimide (Invitrogen, Inc.), 

according to procedures in [108].   

 

3.9. σ
54

. 

σ
54 

was prepared as in [110]. 

 

3.10. NtrC1.  

NtrC1(121-387) was prepared as in [111]. 

 

3.11. Inhibitors. 

Myxopyronin A, corallopyronin A, and ripostatin A were prepared as in 24. Rifampin, 

streptolydigin, and BR703 were purchased from Sigma, Inc., Sourcon-Padena GmbH, 

and Ryan Scientific, Inc., respectively. Bacteriophage T7 Gp2 and [Ala56]Gp2, a Gp2 

mutant defective in interaction with RNAP (Gp2* in Fig. 25), were prepared as in [82]. 

 

3.12. Analytical size exclusion chromatography: RNAP core and RNAP-
70

 

holoenzyme.   
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Aggregation states of fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP core and RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme 

derivatives were analyzed by analytical size exclusion chromatography. RNAP 

derivatives (50 l of 50 nM in TB) were applied to a Superdex 200 HR 10/30 column 

(GE Healthcare, Inc.) pre-equilibrated in TB, were eluted with transcription buffer at a 

flow rate of 0.4 ml/min in 46 x 0.5 ml or 23 x 1 ml fractions, and were detected by 

measurement of fluorescence emission of fractions (GENios Pro fluorescence microplate 

reader;  TECAN, Inc.; excitation wavelength = 614 nm; emission wavelength = 670 nm).  

Columns were calibrated by performing runs with high-molecular-mass markers (HMW 

calibration Kit; GE Healthcare, Inc.), using the same elution buffer and flow rate, and 

detecting markers by UV-absorbance scanning at 280 nm. 

 

3.13. Transcription assays: RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme.  

Radiochemical transcription assays were performed according to procedures in [18]. 

Reaction mixtures (18 μl) contained: 100 nM RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme derivative and 20 

nM DNA fragment lacCONS-14(-107/+56) in TB (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 100 mM 

KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 100 μg/ml bovine serum albumin, and 5% glycerol). 

Reaction mixtures were incubated 15 min at 37˚C, 0.5 μl 1 mg/ml heparin (Sigma, Inc.) 

was added, and reaction mixtures were further incubated 2 min at 37C. Transcription 

was started by addition of 0.5 l 7 M [α-
32

P]UTP (0.6 Bq/fmol) and 0.5 l 5 mM each 

of  UTP, ATP, GTP, CTP, was allowed to proceed 5 min at 37˚C, and was stopped by 

addition of 10 μl 80% formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 0.04% bromophenol blue, and 0.04% 

xylene cyanol and incubation 5 min at 90˚C. Products were analyzed by PAGE on 10% 

TBE-urea gels (BioRad, Inc.) followed by storage-phosphor imaging.  
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3.14.Transcription assays: RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme.  

Radiochemical transcription assays were performed according to procedures in [112].  

RNAP core derivative (50 nM) and σ
54 

(100 nM) were incubated 10 min at 37˚C in 18l 

TB; 1 l 400 nM DNA fragment nifH(-60/+28) of 36 was added, and reaction mixtures 

were further incubated 5 min at 37˚C; 0.5 l 4 M NtrC1(121-387) heptamer and 1 l 40 

mM ATP were added, and the reaction mixture was further incubated 10 min at 37C. 

Transcription was started by addition of 0.5 l 7 M [α-
32

P]UTP (0.6 Bq/fmol) and 0.5 l 

5 mM each of UTP, ATP, GTP, CTP, was allowed to proceed  5 min at 37˚C, and was 

stopped by addition of 5 μl 80% formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 0.04% bromophenol blue, 

and 0.04% xylene cyanol and incubation 5 min at 90˚C. Products were analyzed by 

PAGE on 10% TBE-urea gels (BioRad, Inc.) followed by storage-phosphor imaging. 

 

3.15. Small-primed-RNA-synthesis assay: RNAP-σ
54

.   

Small-primed-RNA (spRNA) synthesis assays were performed essentially as in [113]. 

RNAP core derivative (100 nM) and σ
54

 (400 nM) in 20 l TB were incubated 10 min at 

30C and then were supplemented with either (i) 0.5 l 800 nM DNA fragment 

"pre-opened" nifH (-10-1/WT) of 43 in TB (RPc) or (ii) 0.5 l 800 nM DNA fragment 

"pre-opened" nifH(-10-1/WT), 200 nM NtrC1(121-387) heptamer, 200 M ADP, 5 mM 

NaF, and 200 M AlCl3 in TB (RPi2). Samples were further incubated 10 min at 37°C, 

0.5 l 4 mg/ml heparin was added, and spRNA (UpGpGpG) synthesis was started by 

addition of 1 l 10mM UpG and 4 μCi [α-
32

P]UTP. Reactions were allowed to proceed 
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20 min at 37˚C, and were stopped by addition of 5 μl 80% formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 

0.04% bromophenol blue, and 0.04% xylene cyanol and 5 min incubation at 90˚C. 

Products were analyzed by PAGE on 20% TBE-urea gels [109] followed by storage-

phosphor imaging.  

The σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation intermediate RPc-NtrC (formed in reactions in 

the absence of ADP-AlFx) does not support spRNA synthesis ([113]; Fig. 23). The σ
54

-

dependent transcription initiation intermediate RPi2 (formed in reactions in the presence 

of ADP-AlFx) supports spRNA synthesis ([113]; Fig. 23). 

 

3.16. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays: RNAP-σ
54

.  

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays were performed according to procedures in 36. 

RNAP core derivative (0 or 50 nM) and 
54

 (0 or 100 nM) in 20 l TB were incubated 10 

min at 37C; 0 or 20 M myxopyronin was added, reaction mixtures were further 

incubated 10 min at 37C, 0.2 l 1.5 M 
32

P-5'-end-labelled DNA fragment nifH(-35/+1) 

of [112] (0.6 Bq/fmol; 
32

P-labelled using T4 polynucleotide kinase and [
32

P]-ATP) was 

added, and reaction mixtures were further incubated 15 min at 37C. Products were 

analyzed by PAGE on 5% TBE gels (BioRad, Inc) followed by storage-phosphor 

imaging.  

The σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation intermediate RPc (formed in reactions 

containing RNAP σ
54

 holoenzyme and DNA) is stable to electrophoresis and migrates as 

a high-molecular-mass species ([109, 112]; Fig. 24C). 
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3.17. smFRET sample preparation: σ
70

-dependent transcription.  

For analysis of RNAP core and RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme, samples containing 30 nM 

fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP core derivative or fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP-

σ
70

 holoenzyme derivative in 30 l TB were incubated 15 min at 37˚C, and aliquots (0.25 

μl) were transferred to pre-warmed tubes containing 70 l KG7 (40 mM HEPES-NaOH, 

pH 7.0, 100 mM potassium glutamate, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 100 μg/ml bovine 

serum albumin, 2 mM Trolox, and 10% glycerol). Following further incubation for 5 min 

at 37°C, smFRET data collection was performed. 

For analysis of RPo, RPitc,2, RPitc,4, RPitc,7, RDe,14, and RDe,15, reaction 

mixtures containing 30 nM fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme derivative 

and 100 nM DNA fragment (lacCONS-14(-107/+56), lacCONS(A+2G)-14(-107/+56), or 

[+56-Alexa488]-lacCONS-14(-107/+56) in 30 l TB were incubated 15 min at 37˚C. 

Heparin-Sepharose (GE Healthcare, Inc.) was added to 1 mg/ml, reaction mixtures were 

further incubated 1 min at 37°C, reaction mixtures were centrifuged (2,100xg; 30 s), and 

supernatants were transferred to new pre-warmed tubes. Aliquots (0.25 μl) were 

transferred to pre-warmed tubes containing 70 l KG7 and the following additional 

components: (i) none (RPo); (ii) 500 μM initiating dinucleotide [ApA for lacCONS-14(-

107/+56) and [+56-Alexa488]-lacCONS-14(-107/+56); ApG for lacCONS(A+2G)-14(-

107/+56)] (RPitc,2); (iii) 500 μM initiating dinucleotide and 50 μM UTP (RPitc4); (iv) 

500 μM initiating dinucleotide and 50 μM each of UTP and GTP (RPitc,7); (v) 500 μM 

initiating dinucleotide and 50 μM each of UTP, GTP, and ATP, (RDe,14); and (vi) 500 

μM initiating dinucleotide and 50 μM each of UTP, GTP, ATP, and 3’-O-MeCTP 
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(Ribomed, Inc.) (RDe,15). Following further incubation for 10 min at 37°C, smFRET 

data collection was performed. 

Transcription experiments verify the formation of RPo and verify the synthesis of 7, 14, 

and 15 nt RNA products in RPitc,7, RDe,14 and RDe,15 (methods as in [70]). 

For analysis of complexes of RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme with inhibitors, reaction mixtures 

contained 30 nM fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme derivative and 0 or 

20 uM inhibitor (50 μM for corallopyronin; 120 nM for Gp2 and [Ala56]Gp2) in 30 l 

transcription buffer. Following incubation 10 min at 37˚C, aliquots (0.25 μl) were 

transferred to pre-warmed tubes with 70 μl KG7 containing the same concentration of 

inhibitor, and smFRET data collection was performed. 

   

3.18. smFRET sample preparation: σ
54

-dependent transcription.  

For analysis of RNAP-holoenzyme-
54

, RPc, RPc+NtrC1, RPi1, RPi2, and RPo, reaction 

mixtures containing 30 nM fluorescent-probe-labelled RNAP core derivative and 90 nM 

σ
54 

in 30 l TB were incubated 10 min at 30C and then were supplemented with  the 

following additional components at the following final concentrations: (i) none (RNAP-


54

 holoenzyme); (ii) 180 nM DNA fragment "early melt" nifH(-35/+1) of 36, (RPc); (iii) 

180 nM DNA fragment "early melt" nifH(-35/+-1) and 100 nM NtrC1(121-387) 

heptamer (RPc+NtrC1); (iv) 180 nM DNA fragment "early melt" nifH(-35+/-1), 100 nM 

NtrC1(121-387) heptamer, 200 M ADP, 5 mM NaF, and 200 M BeCl2 (RPi1); and (iv) 

180 nM DNA fragment "early melt" nifH(-35/+1), 100 nM NtrC1(121-387) heptamer, 

200 M ADP, 5mM NaF, and 200 M AlCl3 (RPi2); and (v) 180 nM DNA fragment 
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"early melt" nifH(-35/+1), 100 nM NtrC1(121-387) heptamer, and 2 mM ATP (RPo). 

Following incubation 10 min at 37C, aliquots (0.25 μl) were transferred to pre-warmed 

tubes holding 70 μl KG7 containing the same additional components, samples were 

further incubated 10 min at 37°C, and smFRET data collection was performed. 

Electrophoretic-mobility-shift assays verify the formation of RPc (methods as in [112]). 

spRNA-synthesis assays verify the formation of RPi2 (methods as in [113]). 

Transcription experiments verify the formation of RPo (methods in [112]). 

For analysis of complexes of RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme with inhibitors, reaction mixtures 

contained 30 nM RNAP-core, 90 nM σ
54

, and 0 or 20 μM inhibitor in 30 l TB. 

Following incubation 10 min at 37˚C, aliquots (0.25 μl) were transferred to pre-warmed 

tubes with 70 μl KG7 containing the same concentration of inhibitor, and smFRET data 

collection was performed.  

 

3.19. smFRET sample preparation: transcription pausing.  

For Nucleic acid scaffold reconstitution, annealing mixtures contained 1.2 μl of 10 μM 

RNA, 1.0 μl of 10 μM template DNA strand, and 1.5 μl of 10 μM of non-template DNA 

strand, in 10 μl R buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 20 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA). The 

mixture was heated to 70˚C, rapidly cooled to 45˚C and then slowly (1˚/min) cooled to 

25˚C.  

For analysis of clamp conformation in RDe and hairpin-containing RDe, reaction 

mixtures contained 100 nM RNAP, 150 nM scaffold, 1X glycerol/BSA mix (5% 

glycerol, 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mM BME, 50 ug/ml BSA) in 20 μl R buffer.   
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Following incubation 10 min at 25˚C, samples were diluted to 50 nM in R buffer, 

aliquots (0.2 μl) were transferred to pre-warmed tubes with 100 μl KG7, and smFRET 

data collection was performed. 

 

3.20. smFRET data collection and data analysis.  

Alternating laser excitation microscopy (ALEX), data acquisition, and data analysis were 

as in [68, 95-98].  

For two-color ALEX experiments, a green laser (532 nm; Compass 215M-20; Coherent, 

Inc.) was used for direct excitation of the donor, and a red laser (638 nm; Radius 635-25; 

Coherent, Inc.) was used for direct excitation of the acceptor (Fig. 7A; 11-14). Lasers 

were operated at continuous-wave excitation intensities of 100 μW at 532 nm and 80 μW 

at 638 nm and   were alternated at 25 s intervals using an acousto-optical modulator ( 

Neos Technologies, Inc.). Fiber-coupled collimated beams were directed to an Olympus 

IX71 inverted microscope (Olympus America, Inc.), reflected by a beamsplitter, and 

focused into the sample through a 60x oil-immersion objective. Fluorescence emission 

from the sample was collected through the objective, filtered through a 100 μm pinhole, 

spectrally split by a dichroic mirror, and focussed onto two avalanche photodiode 

detectors (APD; SPCM-AQR-15; Perkin-Elmer, Inc.). Data acquisition times ranged 

from 25-40 min, depending on sample concentration. 

Photons detected at the donor emission channel (Dem) and the acceptor emission channel 

(Aem) were assigned to donor excitation (Dexc) or acceptor excitation (Aexc) based on 

photon arrival times. The stoichiometry parameter (S) was calculated for each above-

threshold photon burst, as follows [68, 95-98]: 
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AF  are fluorescence emission intensities assigned to donor 

excitation and acceptor emission, donor excitation and donor emission, and acceptor 

excitation and donor emission, where em
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A

DF  is corrected for direct excitation and leakage, 

and where γD2-A2  is a detection factor calculated as follows (1 in this work; [68, 95-98]:  
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The donor-acceptor smFRET efficiency (E) for each above-threshold photon burst was 

calculated as follows: 
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Two-dimensional E-S plots were used to distinguish species containing donor only (D-

only), acceptor only (A-only), and both donor and acceptor (D-A) (Fig. 7B; 11-14). For 

species containing both donor and acceptor (D-A), one-dimensional E histograms were 

plotted and were fitted with Gaussian curves (Fig. 7B; 11-14). The resulting histograms 
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provide equilibrium population distributions of E, define numbers of subpopulations with 

distinguishable E, and, for each subpopulation, define mean E. 

For three-color ALEX experiments, a blue laser (488 nm; Ar-ion laser 532-AP; Melles-

Griot, Inc) was added to the two-color ALEX experimental setup (Fig. 18A; [114]. Light 

from the blue, green, and red lasers was spatially coupled using an optical fiber and was 

collimated and reflected using a triple-band beamsplitter. Fluorescence emission from the 

sample was collected through the objective, filtered through a 100 μm pinhole, spectrally 

split by two dichroic mirrors, and focussed onto three APDs. Data acquisition times 

ranged from 20-30 min, depending on sample concentration. 

Blue (B), green (G) and red (R) excitation sources were assigned to detected photon 

streams and stoichiometry parameters were determined as follows [114]:                                     

. 

 

 
excexcexc GBBBG FFFS                                                

 
excexcexc RGGGR FFFS                                                

 
excexcexc RBBBR FFFS                                                

 

Species containing all three probes were identified based on stoichiometry parameters 

(Fig. 18B,C; 15), and, for each such species, the G-R smFRET efficiency (EGR) was 

determined as follows [114]: 
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Values of EGR were plotted as histograms, and fitted with Gaussian curves (Fig. 18C; 

[114].  The resulting histograms provide equilibrium population distributions of EGR, 

define numbers of subpopulations with distinguishable EGR, and, for each subpopulation, 

define mean EGR. 

Mean donor-acceptor distances (R) were calculated from mean E values obtained from 

two-color ALEX experiments or mean EGR values obtained from three-color ALEX 

experiments, as follows [68, 95-97, 114]: 

 

 
1 6

0 1 1R R E                                                                                   

 

where R0 is the Főrster parameter, calculated as follows [88]: 

 

R0 = 9780(n
-4

κ
2
QDJ)

1/6
 Å                                                                      

 

where n is the refractive index of the medium (1.4; [88]); κ
2
 is the orientation factor 

relating donor emission dipole and acceptor excitation dipole [approximated as 2/3--

justified by fluorescence anisotropy measurements (Fig. 12B; performed essentially as in 

[44]) indicating donors and acceptors reorient on the timescale of donor excited-state life 

time [88] and also by the fact that, in all cases, mean E < 0.5 [115]; QD is the quantum 

yield of the donor in the absence of acceptor (Fig. 12A); and J is the overlap integral of 
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donor emission spectrum and acceptor excitation spectrum (Fig. 12A; determined using 

corrected spectra for donor-only and acceptor-only controls; [88].   

Experiments were performed in triplicate. For two-color smFRET experiments, standard 

error of the mean (SEM) for mean E and mean R from triplicate experiments was 8% E 

(mean 2%; range 0-8%) and 2% R (mean 0.5%; range 0-2%), respectively (Table 

S1). For three-color smFRET experiments, SEM for mean E and mean R from triplicate 

experiments was 15% E (mean 11%; range 0-15%) and 4% R (mean 2%; range 0-4%), 

respectively (Table S2).  

 

3.21. Molecular modelling. 

Starting from atomic coordinates from a crystal structure of T. thermophilus RNAP-
A
 

holoenzyme (PDB code 1IW7; [10]), a set of eighteen structural models having RNAP 

clamp conformations ranging from fully open to fully closed in 2˚ increments were 

generated. Models were generated by deletion of the ' non-conserved domain (' 

residues 158-453; residues numbered as in T. thermophilus RNAP), followed by rigid-

body rotation of 
A
 region 2 and the clamp about the clamp rotation axis defined based 

on comparison of crystal structures in Fig. 13 (i.e., rigid-body rotation of 
A
 residues 74-

256, β’ residues 3-157, 453-621, and 1441-1455, and β residues 1080-1116 in 2
o
 

increments about [44, 116].  

Probes and linkers were incorporated into models essentially as in [44] and [116], using 

the CHARMM molecular modelling package [117] and MMTSB tool set [118], and 

generating force-field-parameter and topology files using CHARMM Generalized Force 
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Field parameters [119] and MATCH [120]. Probes and linkers were incorporated at β’ 

residue 559 and β residue 104 in T. thermophilus models. At each probe site, sterically 

allowed conformations of probes and linkers were identified [sampling all linker torsion 

angles in 60° increments, accepting conformations with van der Waals energy <5,000 

kcal/mol in the CHARMM force field, and randomly selecting 1,000 accepted 

conformations], and, for each, a probe pseudoatom, corresponding to the center of the 

probe chromophore, was defined. 

For each structural model, 1,000,000 pairwise donor-acceptor distances were calculated 

(Rcalc(Di-Ai)), 1,000,000 donor-acceptor FRET efficiencies were calculated (Ecalc(Di-Ai)), and 

the mean donor-acceptor FRET efficiency was calculated (mean Ecalc(Di-Ai)).  

To assess error in Ecalc(Di-Ai), for each structural model, Ecalc(Di-Ai) was calculated ten times 

using ten different sets of randomly accepted probe and linker conformations. SEM of 

Ecalc(Di-Ai) was 0.3% to 0.6% of Ecalc(Di-Ai). 

Ecalc(Di-Ai) was calculated in parallel for two limiting cases [121] concerning the relative 

timescales of probe rotational averaging, linker and macromolecule conformational 

dynamics, and donor excited-state lifetime. In the first limiting case--expected to be more 

probable for this system in view of the sizes and structures of the linker and clamp--the 

timescale for probe rotational averaging (τc) is small relative to the donor excited-state 

lifetime, and the timescale for linker and macromolecule conformational dynamics (τp) is 

large relative to the donor excited-state lifetime [121]. For this case, Ecalc(Di-Ai) is 

calculated as 6follows [121]: 
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where P(r) is the normalized donor-acceptor distance distribution, and where bin width is 

infinitely small, such that each pair of donor and acceptor, j and k, are in a separate bin. 

In the second limiting case--expected to be less probable for this system in view of the 

sizes and structures of the linker and clamp--the timescales for both probe rotational 

averaging (τc) and linker and macromolecule conformational dynamics (τp) are small 

relative to the donor excited-state lifetime [121]. For this limiting case, Ecalc(Di-Ai) is 

calculated as follows [121]: 
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6
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Modelling results presented in the main text, supplemental tables, and supplemental 

figures are from calculations according to the first limiting case. Modelling results from 

calculations according to the second limiting case are qualitatively identical (defining 

open, closed, and collapsed states in free RNAP, and closed states in RPo, RPitc, RDe, 

RNAP-Myx, RNAP-Cor, RNAP-Rip, and RNAP-Gp2) but quantitatively yield clamp 
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states that are slightly more open (defining an open state more open by ~2
o
, a closed state 

more open by ~4
o
, and a collapsed state more open by ~8

o
) (data not shown).  

Modelling results presented are from calculations using structural models based on the 

crystal structure of T. thermophilus RNAP-
A
 holoenzyme.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Results  

4.1. Synthesis of phosphine derivatives of fluorescent probes, suitable for smFRET 

applications. 

 

Single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy requires fluorescent probes that have 

exceptionally high brightness and exceptionally high photostability [122]. smFRET 

experiments require a pair of fluorescent probes capable of serving as donor and acceptor 
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, where fluorescence emission spectrum of the donor probe overlaps with the 

fluorescence excitation spectrum of the acceptor probe. Furthermore, smFRET results can 

be affected by length and flexibility of biomolecule-probe linkers. Therefore, a choice of 

fluorophores with different linker lengths can be desirable. 

 In this work, Cy3B-phosphine , Alexa 647-phosphine, Alexa 488-phosphine, Dylight 

549-phosphine and Dylight 649-phosphine [123-125], capable of reacting with azide 

moieties on biomolecules, were tested for suitability in serving as donor-acceptor pair in 

single-molecule FRET measurements involving RNAP clamp conformation.  

In order to select an appropriate biomolecule-acceptor-probe-linker length for smFRET 

measurements involving RNAP clamp conformation, procedures were developed for 

synthesis of Alexa647-phosphine
20 Å

 (Fig. 9), which yields a moderate-length 

biomolecule probe linker and Alexa647-phosphine
24 Å

, which yields a longer 

biomolecule-probe linker [100]. Both versions of A647-phosphine were tested in RNAP 

clamp conformation assays.  

Although all the probe pairs tested yielded qualitatively similar results, use of 

Cy3B/Alexa647-phosphine
20 Å

 pair produced strongest bursts of photons and yielded best 

smFRET efficiency distribution profiles. All smFRET experiments described in this 

work, unless otherwise stated, were performed with Cy3B/Alexa647
20 Å

 as 

donor/acceptor pair.  
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Fig. 9. Synthesis of CyB-phosphine and A647
20 Å

-phosphine 
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4.2. Site-specific incorporation of fluorescent probes into β’ and β subunits  

 

In order to incorporate probes site-specifically at the tips of the two pincers, an approach 

comprising of unnatural amino acid mutagenesis and Staudinger ligation was used. The 

procedure involved (Figs. ???, 10A, B): (i) site-directed mutagenesis of genes expressing 

β’ and β subunits to incorporate nonsense amber (TAG) codons at the position of interest; 

(ii) preparation of β’ and β subunits containing 4-azidophenylalanine at the position of 

interest, accomplished by growing cells which contain an engineered suppressor-transfer 

RNA (tRNA)/aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetase pair, in a medium supplemented with 4-

azidopheylalanine; (iii) incorporation of fluorescent probes Cy3B (donor) and Alexa 647 

(acceptor) into β’ and β subunits by azide-specific chemical modification, accomplished 

by Staudinger ligation using phosphine derivatives of fluorescent probes.  

The resulting labelled proteins showed high labelling efficiencies and high labelling 

specificities (Fig. 10C). 
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Fig. 10. Incorporation of fluorescent probes into RNAP β’ and β subunits. 

(A) Use of unnatural amino acid mutagenesis to incorporate 4-

azidophenylalanine(AzPhe) at specified positions in RNAP β’ and β subunits. Left 

subpanel: Incorporation of AzPhe at position 284 of β’ subunit (rpoC
am

, rpoC gene with 

amber codon at position 284; rpoC
+
, wild-type rpoC gene; β’(1-284), amber fragment 
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comprising β’ residues 1-284; ', full-length β’). In experiments with rpoC
am

, full-length 

β’ was observed only in the presence of added AzPhe. Right subpanel: Incorporation of 

AzPhe at position 106 of β subunit (rpoB
am

, rpoB gene with amber codon at position 106; 

rpoB
+
, wild-type rpoB gene, ; β(1-106), amber fragment comprising β residues 1-106; , 

full-length β). In experiments with rpoB
am

, full-length β was observed only in the 

presence of added AzPhe. 

(B) Use of Staudinger ligation to incorporate fluorescent probes at AzPhe-containing 

positions in RNAP β’ and β subunits. Left subpanel: Products of labelling reactions of 

β’284-AzPhe (Fig. 10A) and β’ with Cy3B-phosphine, as detected by Coomassie staining 

(left) and fluorescence scanning with 532nm excitation and 580 nm bandpass emission 

filters (right). Fluorescent labelling is observed only in reactions with β’284-AzPhe and 

only for full-length products. Right subpanel: Products of labelling reactions of β106-

AzPhe (Fig 10A) and β with Alexa647-phosphine, as detected by Coomassie staining 

(left) and fluorescence scanning with 633 nm excitation and 670 nm bandpass emission 

filters (right). Fluorescent labelling is observed only in reactions with β106-AzPhe and 

only for full-length products. 

(C) Labelling efficiencies and labelling specificities (see Materials and Methods: β' and β 

derivatives). 
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4.3. Incorporation of fluorescent probes into functional RNAP 

 

In order to incorporate fluorescent probes into RNAP, in vitro reconstitutions of RNAP 

core and RNAP holoenzyme were performed. Unlabelled and fluorescently labelled 

subunits of RNAP core (β’/β/α
I
/α

II
/ω) were combined, denatured, renatured and purified 

to prepare intact RNAP. Fluorescently labelled RNAP holoenzyme (β’/β/α
I
/α

II
/ω/σ

70
) was 

prepared using procedures analogous to the preparation of RNAP core, but comprising of 

an additional step involving σ
70

 (see materials and methods)  . 

Subunit stoichiometries and the presence of fluorescent probes were confirmed by 

denaturating polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of donor-acceptor labelled 

(D+A) RNAP, donor (D) labelled RNAP, acceptor (A) labelled RNAP and unlabelled 

RNAP, followed by Coomassie staining and fluorescence scanning (Fig. 11A, B). The 

prepared RNAP derivatives exhibited correct subunit stoichiometries and correct 

fluorescent emissions.  

To determine the aggregation states of the RNAP core and RNAP holoenzyme, analytical 

size exclusion chromatography was performed. The results showed both RNAP core and 

RNAP holoenzyme have the expected monomeric aggregation state (Fig. 11A, B; right 

subpanel).  

D+A labelled RNAP, D labelled RNA and A labelled RNAP showed high specific 

activities in transcription assays (Fig. 11C). 
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Fig. 11. Incorporation of fluorescent probes into intact RNAP.  

(A) In vitro reconstitution of RNAP holoenzyme from fluorescently labelled β’, 

fluorescently labelled β, Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
, ω, and σ

70
. Left subpanel: 

Preparation of donor+acceptor-labelled (D+A), donor-labelled (D), acceptor-labelled (A), 

and unlabelled RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme, as detected by Coomassie staining fluorescent 

scanning in the D channel (532 nm excitation and 580 nm bandpass emission filters), and 

fluorescent scanning in the A channel (633 nm excitation and 670 nm bandpass emission 

filters). Fluorescence is observed in the D channel for D+A and D, and is observed in the 

A channel for  D+A labelled and A. Right subpanel: Analytical size exclusion 

chromatography of donor+acceptor-labelled (D+A) RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme. 
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(B) In vitro reconstitution of RNAP core from fluorescently labelled β’, fluorescently 

labelled β, Flag-αNTD
I
-GSGGSG-αNTD

II
, and ω. Left subpanel: Preparation of 

donor+acceptor-labelled (D+A), donor-labelled (D), acceptor-labelled (A), and 

unlabelled RNAP core, as detected by Coomassie staining, fluorescent scanning in the D 

channel (532 nm excitation and 580 nm band pass emission filters), and fluorescent 

scanning in the A channel (633 nm excitation and 670 nm bandpass emission filters). 

Fluorescence is observed in the D channel for D+A and D. and is observed in the A 

channel for  D+A and A. Right subpanel: Analytical size exclusion chromatography of 

donor+acceptor-labelled (D+A) RNAP core. 

(C) Transcriptional activities of RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme derivatives (D+A, D, A, and 

unlabelled). 
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4.4. Spectral properties of fluorescent probes in RNAP holoenzyme and RPo 

 

 To determine the spectral properties of labelled fluorophores, Ro was determined, in 

parallel, in samples of RNAP holoenzyme and RNAP-promoter open complex (RPo). 

Calculation of Ro involves determination of donor quantum yield (QD) and donor 

emission-acceptor excitation spectral overlap integral (J). The results showed that all QD, 

J and Ro remains essentially unchanged in RNAP holoenzyme and RPo (Fig. 12A). 

Measurement of steady-state anisotropies of labelled RNAP was also performed in 

parallel in RNAP holoenzyme and RPo. The results suggest that anisotropies remain 

relatively similar in RNAP holoenzyme and RPo (Fig. 12B). 

Comparison of Ro and anisotropy values in RNAP holoenzyme and RPo revealed that the 

spectral properties of fluorescently labelled RNAP holoenzyme are not affected by 

binding of DNA – suggesting any changes in smFRET efficiencies can be attributed to 

changes in D-A distance only. 
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Fig. 12. Measurement of spectroscopic properties. 

(A) Spectroscopic properties of fluorescent probes, measured in the context of RNAP-
70

 

holoenzyme (center) and in the context of RPo (right). QD, quantum yield of donor; J, 

spectral overlap integral; Ro, Förster radius.  

(B) Steady-state anisotropies of fluorescent probes, measured in the context of RNAP-
70

 

holoenzyme (center) and in the context of RPo (right). 
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4.5. Computational and structural framework to relate smFRET efficiencies (E) to 

RNAP clamp conformational states: T. thermophilus-σ
A
 holoenzyme.  

 

In order to infer changes in smFRET efficiencies with respect to structural changes in 

RNAP, a computational framework was developed (Fig. 13). Starting with the crystal 

coordinates  of T.thermophilus holoenzyme, A series of 18 structural models, ranging 

from a fully open clamp state to a fully closed clamp, were created by rotating the clamp 

in 2˚ increments about a hinge located at the bottom of the β’ pincer. The fluorescent 

probes were modeled at their respective positions. Each torsion angle on the probes is 

rotated in 60˚ increments to generate ensembles of sterically acceptable probe 

conformations. 1000 random donor positions were selected and 1000 acceptor positions 

were selected. 1000000 pairwise distances were determined, followed by calculation of 

corresponding 1000000 FRET efficiency (E) values. Mean of the 1000000 E values 

represents the mean E of the model. 
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Fig. 13. Computational and structural framework to relate smFRET efficiencies (E) 

to RNAP clamp conformational states: T. thermophilus RNAP-
A
 holoenzyme. 

Starting from atomic coordinates from a crystal structure of T. thermophilus RNAP-
A
 

holoenzyme (PDB code 1IW7), 18 structural models having RNAP clamp conformations 

ranging from fully open to fully closed in 2˚ increments were generated (structures 

immediately beneath graph;  omitted for clarity; see Materials and Methods: Molecular 

modelling). For each of the 18 structural models, 1,000 sterically accessible donor 

positions were defined (red spheres on structure at lower left), 1,000 sterically accessible 

acceptor positions were defined (blue spheres on structure at lower left), 1,000,000 

pairwise donor-acceptor distances (Rcalc(Di-Ai)) were calculated, 1,000,000 donor-acceptor 

FRET efficiencies (Ecalc(Di-Ai)) were calculated, and the mean donor-acceptor FRET 

efficiency (mean Ecalc(Di-Ai)) was calculated. Results were plotted (graph at top). The 

resulting graph and set of structures allow a smFRET efficiency (E) to be input and a 

structure to be output. 
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4.6. Clamp conformation in RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme and RNAP core 

 

To determine RNAP clamp conformation in solution, confocal optical microscopy with 

alternating laser excitation (ALEX) was employed to measure the smFRET efficiencies 

between the probes incorporated at the tips of the clamp and the β pincer. Clamp 

conformation was first analyzed in free RNAP holoenzyme. It was observed that that 

RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme exhibited a broad multimodal distribution of smFRET 

efficiencies (Fig. 15; upper panel). The distribution could be fitted with three Gaussian 

distributions, corresponding to three populations, in which the mean of the Gasussians 

define the mean smFRET efficiency of the population: 

(i) a major subpopulation with mean E = 0.15 and mean R = 81 Å, corresponding to an 

open clamp state. 

(ii) a minor subpopulation with mean E = 0.28 and mean E = 69 Å, corresponding to a 

closed clamp state in which the clamp is rotated inwards by ~14˚. 

(iii) a minor subpopulation with mean E = 0.40 and mean E = 64 Å, corresponding to a 

collapsed clamp state in which the clamp is rotated inwards by ~22˚. 

The open state has solvent accessible active center widths of 20 Å, sufficient to 

accommodate dsDNA. The closed state has solvent accessible active center widths of ~12 

Å, sufficient to accommodate ssDNA, but insufficient to accommodate dsDNA. The 
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collapsed state has solvent accessible active center widths of 8 Å, insufficient to 

accommodate either ssDNA or dsDNA. 

The results demonstrate that the RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme can sample multiple 

conformational states in solution ranging from an open state to a collapsed state. The 

open clamp state, which can permit unimpeded entry of dsDNA in the active center cleft 

is the predominant state in solution. 

Identical results were obtained with RNAP core, indicating the RNAP clamp 

conformational states are an intrinsic property of RNAP core (Fig. 15; lower panel). 
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Fig. 15. Clamp conformation in RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme and RNAP core. 

Panels show histograms and Gaussian fits of observed donor-acceptor smFRET 

efficiencies, E (at left); mean E, mean R, and percentage, P, for each subpopulation (in 

inset at left); inferred structural states of the RNAP clamp (at right; colored as in Fig. 13); 

and inferred extents of closure of the RNAP clamp (at far right; in degrees relative to the 

open state). The vertical red lines denote mean E of the open, closed, and collapsed states 

in RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme.     
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4.7. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation and 

elongation  

 

Clamp conformation was analyzed in each step in σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation 

and elongation. Starting with a RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme, upon addition of promoter DNA 

and formation of RPo, the distribution of smFRET efficiencies became narrow and 

unimodal (Fig. 17, second panel; Fig. 16A; Table 1). Only the subpopulation 

corresponding to the closed clamp state exclusively remained, with the clamp rotated 

inward by ~16˚. The results suggest that after loading of DNA into, and unwinding of 

DNA in, the RNAP active center cleft to form RPo, the clamp closes. It is plausible that 

direct electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged ssDNA in active center 

cleft induces or stabilizes clamp closure. 

Initial transcribing complex, RPitc,2  was formed by the addition of an  initiating 

dinucleotide, ApA (Fig. 17, third panel; Fig. 16A; Table 1). Upon formation of RPitc2, 

no change in the distribution of smFRET efficiencies was observed. The distribution 

remained narrow and unimodal with the clamp rotated inwards ~16˚.Upon further 

additions of nucleotide subsets in sequence to form RPitc,4 (Fig. 17, fourth panel; Fig. 

16A ; Table 1) and RPitc,7 (Fig. 17, fifth panel; Fig. 16A; Table 1) respectively, no 

change in distribution of smFRET efficiencies was observed. In RPitc4 and RPitc7,  in 

order to synthesize abortive RNA products of up to 4 nt and 7 nt, RNAP employs a 

scrunching mechanism, in which the enzyme remains stationary relative to DNA, 

unwinds 2 and 5 additional bp of downstream DNA and pulls the downstream DNA 

within itself. Thus, upon transition from a catalytically-competent initiation complex in 
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RPo to a mechanistically distinct catalytically-active intial transcribing complex in RPitc, 

the clamp continues to remain closed.  

Upon further addition of a NTP subset, yielding RDe14, in which RNA product of up to 

14 nt in length is present and the RNA exit channel is completely occupied with RNA, no 

change in smFRET efficiencies was observed. – the distribution remained narrow and 

unimodal (Fig. 17, sixth panel; Fig. 16A; Table 1). Thus upon transition from a 

scrunching mechanism of RNA synthesis in RPitc to a stepping mechanism of RNA 

synthesis, in which the RNAP translocates relative to DNA 1 bp at a time, the clamp 

continues to remain closed.  

Upon futher adiition of a NTP substrate, yielding RDe15, in which up to 15 nt of RNA is 

synthesized and the RNA extends beyond the RNA-exit channel and emerges into 

solution, the clamp continues to remain closed (Fig. 17, seventh panel; Fig. 16A; Table 

1).  
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Fig. 16. DNA fragments analyzed.  

In each panel, the top subpanel shows the DNA fragment sequence (promoter -35 

element, -10 element, and transcription start site boxed), and the bottom subpanel shows 

the expected maximum-length RNA product and the expected transcription complex for 

each for each reaction condition analyzed.  

(A) DNA fragment lacCONS-14(-107/+56) [contains lacCONS-14 promoter (45); yields 

transcription elongation complexes that contain σ
70

 [68, 70, 126]; used in experiments in 

Figs. 17, 19, 20]. 
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(B) DNA fragment lacCONS(A+2G)-14(-107/+56) [contains lacCONS(A+2G) promoter 

(24); yields transcription elongation complexes that do not contain σ
70

 [68, 126]; used in 

experiments in Fig. 21]. 
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Fig. 17. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
70

-dependent initiation and elongation. 

RNAP clamp conformation in RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme, RPo, RPitc,2 (2 nt RNA), RPitc,4 

(4 nt RNA), RPitc,7 (7 nt RNA), RDe,14 (14 nt RNA), and RDe,15 (15 nt RNA).  

Panels show histograms and Gaussian fits of observed donor-acceptor smFRET 

efficiencies, E (at left); mean E, mean R, and percentage, P, for each subpopulation (in 

inset at left); inferred structural states of the RNAP clamp (at right;  omitted for clarity; 

colored as in Fig. 13); and inferred extents of closure of the RNAP clamp (at far right; in 

degrees relative to the open state). The vertical red lines denote mean E of the open, 

closed, and collapsed states in RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme.    
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Table 1:  Summary of smFRET efficiencies (E), distances (R), and clamp rotation 

states: two-color FRET experiments 

 

complex subpopulation figure 
E 

mean (±SEM) 

 

R 

mean (±SEM) 

(Å) 

clamp rotation 

mean (±SEM) 

(degrees)  

      

RNAP-
70

 
holoenzyme 

open (53±3%) 17 0.15(±0.00) 81(±0.3) [0]  

closed (22±2%) 17 0.28(±0.00) 70(±0.2) 14(±2)  

collapsed (25±3%) 17 0.40(±0.00) 81(±0.1) 22(±2) 

   
      

RPo closed (100%) 17 0.31(±0.00) 69(±0.2) 16(±2) 

   
      

RPitc closed (100%) 17 0.30(±0.00) 69(±0.0) 16(±2) 

   
      

RDe closed (100%) 17 0.31(±0.00) 69(±0.2) 16(±2) 

   
      

RNAP core 

open (59±3%) 15 0.13(±0.00) 82(±0.1) -2(±2) 

closed  (22±2%) 15 0.25(±0.01) 72(±0.4) 12(±4) 

collapsed (19±3%) 15 0.40(±0.00) 64(±0.2) 22(±2) 

   
      

RNAP-
54

 
holoenzyme 

open  (48±2%) 22 0.15(±0.00) 81(±0.3) 0(±2) 

closed  (30±2%) 22 0.28(±0.00) 70(±0.0) 14(±2) 

collapsed (22±3%) 21 0.45(±0.00) 62(±0.1) 24(±2) 

   
      

RPc 
open  (72±3%) 22 0.15(±0.01) 81(±0.7) 0(±2) 

closed  (28±3%) 22 0.30(±0.01) 69(±0.7) 14(±4) 

   
      

RPc+NtrC 
open  (70±2%) 22 0.17(±0.01) 78(±0.5) 2(±4) 

closed  (30±2%) 22 0.30(±0.01) 69(±0.7) 14(±2) 

   
      

RPi1 
open  (65±2%) 22 0.16(±0.01) 79(±0.6) 2(±2) 

closed  (35±2%) 22 0.30(±0.01) 69(±0.0) 14(±2) 

   
      

RPi2 
open  (66±2%) 22 0.15(±0.01) 81(±1.3) 0(±6) 

closed  (34±2%) 22 0.30(±0.01) 69(±0.4) 14(±4) 

   
      

RPo closed (100%) 22 0.26(±0.01) 72(±0.8) 12(±2) 
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4.8. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation: three-

color alternating laser excitation: control experiment 

 

To validate the loss of σ
70

 did not complicate the interpretations in Figs. 15 and 17, three 

color smFRET experiments were performed (see Fig. 18 for experimental setup and data 

analysis), in which, in addition to the probes on the RNAP clamp and β pincer, a probe of 

a third color (Alexa 488) was incorporated on σ
70

. RNAP clamp conformation was 

monitored by measuring smFRET efficiencies between the probe at the tip of the clamp 

and the probe at the tip of the β pincer. Post collection, data was filtered to include only 

complexes that contained all the three probes, i.e. complexes that contained σ
70

. The 

results obtained matched previous results, suggesting the previous results were not 

influenced by the loss of σ
70

 (Fig. 19; Table 2). 

Analogous three color experiments were performed to ensure the previous results were 

not complicated by loss of DNA. A probe of a third color was incorporated in DNA. 

Clamp conformation was monitored and results were filtered to include only complexes 

that contained all three probes. The results obtained again matched previous results 

suggesting the previous results were not complicated by loss of DNA (Fig. 19; Table 2). 
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Fig. 18. Measurement of smFRET: three-color alternating laser excitation (ALEX). 

(A) Experimental setup. Confocal optical microscopy with alternating laser excitation 

(ALEX) was used to generate a femtoliter-scale excitation and detection volume in a 

sample chamber (inset at right center) and to detect and quantify fluorescent signals from 

single molecules of fluorescently labelled transcription complexes freely diffusing in 

solution as they transit the femtoliter-scale excitation and detection volume (inset at 

lower right). The experimental setup contains three lasers: one providing excitation at the 

excitation wavelength of fluorescent probe "G" (532 nm), one providing excitation at the 

excitation wavelength of fluorescent probe "R" (638 nm), and one providing excitation at 

the excitation wavelength of fluorescent probe "B" (488 nm). The lasers are alternated on 

the s time scale using an acousto-optical modulator (AOM). Emission is monitored in 

the G, R, and B channels using avalanche photodiodes (APD 1, APD 2, and APD3). 
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(B) Three-color stoichiometry based molecule sorting: concept (15). The figure shows a 

three-dimensional SGR/SGB/SRB plot with predicted locations of observations of species 

containing one probe (G, R, and B), species containing two probes (GR, GB, and RB), 

and species containing all three probes (GRB; orange ovals). Observations of species 

containing only three probes (GRB; orange ovals)--the species of interest--are centered at 

0.5/0.5 on the on SGB/SRB plane, 0.5/0.5 on the SGB-SGR plane, and 0.5/0.5 on the SRB/SGR 

plane.  

(C) Three-color stoichiometry-based molecule sorting: representative data. The left half 

of the figure shows representative SGB/SGR and SRB/SGR plots. Observations for species that 

contain all three probes (GRB; orange oval in central part of each plot)--the species of 

interest--readily can be distinguished from observations for species that do not contain all 

three probes (black ovals in peripheral parts of each plot). The right half of the figure 

shows a representative histogram of G-R smFRET efficiencies (EGR) for species that 

contain all three probes. The histogram defines the equilibrium population distribution of 

EGR for species that contain all three probes, defines the number of subpopulations with 

distinguishable EGR (one in this case), and defines mean EGR and mean RGR. 
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Fig. 19. Three-color alternating laser excitation: RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme and RPo.  

(A) Control three-color FRET experiments with third probe on σ
70

 (data filtered to 

include only molecules containing σ
70

). 

(B) Control three-color FRET experiments with third probe on DNA (data for RPo 

filtered to include only molecules containing DNA). 
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Table 2:  Summary of smFRET efficiencies (E), distances (R), and clamp rotation 

states: three-color FRET experiments 
 

complex subpopulation figure 
E 

mean (±SEM) 

 

R 

mean (±SEM) 

(Å) 

clamp rotation 

mean (±SEM) 

(degrees)  

      

RNAP-
70

  

holoenzyme 

open (47±2%) 18A 0.14(±0.02) 81(±1.7) [0]  

closed (24±1%) 18A 0.26(±0.04) 71(±1.9) 12(±8)  

collapsed (29±2%) 18A 0.40(±0.06) 64(±2.7) 22(±6) 

  
  

   
RPo closed (100%) 18A 0.26(±0.02) 71(±1.3) 12(±4) 

      

RNAP-
70

  

holoenzyme 

open (30±6%) 18B 0.16(±0.01) 79(±0.6) [0]  

closed (32±3%) 18B 0.30(±0.02) 70(±0.8) 16(±4)  

collapsed (28±2%) 18B 0.39(±0.05) 64(±2.2) 22(±8) 

            

RPo closed (100%) 18B 0.32(±0.02) 69(±1.0) 16(±6) 
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4.9. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation and 

elongation: Control experiment: reversal of donor and acceptor probe positions 

 

Straightforward correlations of FRET efficiencies with distances can sometimes be 

complicated due to orientation of fluorophore transition dipole. One potential uncertainty 

in extraction of distance information from FRET efficiencies lies in the orientation factor 

κ
2
, which depends upon the orientation of donor emission dipole, orientation of acceptor 

absorbance dipole and the line connecting the center of donor and acceptor fluorophores. 

The values of κ
2
 can range from 0 to 4. If the fluorophores undergo isotropic reorientation 

on timescale which is much shorter than the excited state lifetime of the donor, then κ
2
 = 

2/3. In most FRET measurements, this approximation holds true for fluorophores which 

have a single point of attachment and are capable of freely rotating. Accurate estimation 

of κ
2
 is not possible in many cases.  

To rule out complications arising because of potential lack of rotational flexibility of the 

fluorophores, due to the steric hindrances, 3 control experiments were performed: 

(i) RNAP clamp conformation was monitored in samples with reversed donor and 

acceptor probe labelling positions, resulting in similar donor-acceptor distances, but 

different fluorophore environment (Fig. 20); (ii) RNAP clamp conformation was 

monitored in samples labelled at alternate positions (data not shown); (iii) RNAP clamp 

conformation was monitored using alternate dye pairs (data not shown). 

The results from all the above control experiments matched previous results, indicating 

the original results were not complicated by RNAP-probe interactions. 
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Fig. 20. Fig. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
70

-dependent initiation and elongation: 

control experiment: reversal of positions of donor and acceptor probes.  

The figure presents results of experiments identical to those in Fig. 17, but using an 

RNAP derivative that has the donor probe at β position 106 and the acceptor probe at β’ 

position 284 ([β106-Cy3B; β’284-Alexa647]-RNAP-
70

 holoenzyme).  
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4.10. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
70

-dependent transcription initiation and 

elongation: analysis of promoter that yields a σ
70

-free transcription elongation 

complexes. 

 

Previous ensemble and single-molecule experiments have shown, at the LacCONS 

promoter, in early elongation complexes (RDe14), σ
70

 remains associated with RNAP. 

Subsequently, upon formation of mature elongation complexes (RDe14), σ
70

 is 

obligatorily released. Previous work has further shown that LacCONS promoter contains 

a “-10-like” sequence determinant which increases the half-life and extent of σ
70

 retention 

in early elongation complexes. A variant of the LaCONS (A+2G) promoter lacks the 

specific sequence determinants resulting in loss of σ70 in early elongation complexes. 

To assess the effects of loss of σ
70

 in early elongation complexes, and to mimic the 

subunit composition of mature elongation complexes, RNAP clamp conformation was 

monitored in complexes formed with LacCONS (A+2G) promoter (Fig. 21). Results were 

similar to those obtained with LacCONS promoter -- the clamp remains closed to the 

same extent in σ
70

-free elongation complexes.    
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Fig. 21. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
70

-dependent initiation and elongation: 

additional experiment: analysis of promoter that yields σ
70

-free transcription 

elongation complexes.  

The figure present results of experiments identical to those in Fig. 17, but using a 

promoter that yields transcription elongation complexes that do not retain 
70

 

[lacCONS(A+2G)-14(-107/+56); Fig. 16B]. 
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4.11. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation 

 

To assess RNAP clamp conformation in the intermediates leading up to the formation of 

RPo, σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation was analyzed (Fig. 22; Table 1). As 

mentioned earlier, in contrast to σ
70

 dependent transcription initiation, RNAP-σ
54

 

holoenzyme forms stable RPc. σ54-RPc isomerizes to RPo only in the presence of an 

activator protein (in this case, NtrC1) and ATP hydrolysis. In addition to analysis of RPc 

and RPo, the σ
54

-dependent initiation pathway permits trapping of complexes at different 

stages of ATP hydrolysis by using ATP-analogs; the ground state of ATP hydrolysis 

(RPi1) can be mimicked by using ADP-BeFx, and the transition state of ATP hydrolysis 

(RPi2) can be mimicked by using ADP-AlFx. 

Clamp conformation was analyzed in RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme. RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme 

exhibited the same distribution of smFRET efficiencies as RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme: a 

major subpopulation with open clamp state; a minor subpopulation with closed clamp 

state (clamp rotated inward by ~14˚); a minor subpopulation with collapsed clamp state 

(clamp rotated inward by ~24˚) (Fig. 22, first panel; Table 1). The results suggest that σ
54

 

does not alter the clamp conformation in RNAP holoenzyme. The results are consistent 

with the proposal that conformational states of the RNAP clamp in free holoenzyme are 

an intrinsic property of core and are not affected by the presence and in this case the 

nature of σ factor. 
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Upon formation of RPc by addition of DNA, the open clamp state continues to be the 

predominant state (Fig. 22, second panel; Table 1). The collapsed clamp state disappears 

but a minor subpopulation corresponding to the closed clamp state remains.  

Upon formation of RPc+NtrC1 (by addition of NtrC1 to RPc) (Fig. 22, third panel; Table 

1), RPi1 (by addition of ADP-BeFx to RPc+NtrC1) (Fig. 22, fourth panel; Table 1) and 

RPi2 (by addition of ADP-AlFx to RPc+NtrC1) (Fig. 22, fifth panel; Table 1), the clamp 

continues to remain predominantly open with a minor subpopulation corresponding to the 

closed clamp state. 

Upon formation of RPo (by addition of Ntrc1 and ATP to RPc) the distribution of FRET 

efficiencies becomes narrow and unimodal (Fig. 22, sixth panel; Table 1). The open 

clamp state disappears and only the population corresponding to the closed clamp state 

remains, with the clamp rotated inward by 12˚. 

The results suggest that the clamp is predominantly open in RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme and 

continues to be predominantly open in all steps leading up to formation of RPo. Only 

open formation of RPo which is accompanied by loading of DNA in the active center 

cleft and/or unwinding of DNA in the active center cleft, the clamp closes.   
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Fig. 22. RNAP clamp conformation in σ
54

-dependent transcription initiation. 
(A) Intermediates in σ

54
-dependent transcription initiation. 

(B) RNAP clamp conformation in RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme, RPc, RPc+NtrC1, RPi1, RPi2, and 

RPo. 
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4.12. Validation of formation of transcription σ54-dependent transcription 

intermediate: RPi2  

 

Recent research has shown that σ
54

-dependent RPi2 formed by addition of ADP-AlFx 

(see Fig. 22A for 
σ54

-dependent transcription initiation pathway), can engage in synthesis 

of short RNA products [113]. In a “small-primed-RNA synthesis” (spRNA) assay, 

addition of an initiating dinucleotide, UpG, and GTP, to RPi2, allows synthesis of 4 nt 

RNA product. In this work, spRNA assay was performed to compare unlabelled 

RPc+NtrC1 and and unlabelled RPi2 with fluorescently labelled RPc+NtrC1 and and 

fluorescently labelled RPi2 (Fig. 23). The results show, in agreement with the literature, 

that short RNA synthesis occurred only in RPi2 and not in RPc+NtrC. The results further 

show that fluorescent labelling of RNAP did not interfere with the formation of RPi2. 

      

 

 

Fig. 23. Formation of transcription initiation intermediates: σ
54

-dependent 

transcription initiation. 
 

The figure presents results of small-primed-RNA (spRNA) synthesis assays of samples 

containing 
54

-dependent transcription initiation intermediates RPc+NtrC (does not support 

spRNA synthesis) and RPi 2 (supports spRNA synthesis). Left subpanel: Data for unlabelled 

RNAP core (no label). Right subpanel: Data for donor+acceptor-labelled RNAP core (D+A). 
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4.13. Effect of inhibitors on RNAP clamp conformation: σ
70

 dependent transcription 

initiation 

 

To assess the effects of switch-region-target-inhibitors on RNAP clamp conformation in 

solution, myxopyronin (Myx), corallopyronin (Cor) and ripostatin (Rip) were tested in 

the single-molecule clamp conformation assay. It has been hypothesized that Myx, Cor 

and Rip bind to the RNAP switch region, the hinge that mediates opening and closing of 

the clamp.   

Myx, Cor and Rip were found to depopulate the clamp open state, leaving only closed 

and collapsed clamp states, in which the clamp is rotated inward by ~8˚ to ~26˚ (Fig. 24, 

left panels). 

Analogous experiments with non-switch-region-target inhibitors rifampicin (Rif), 

sterptolydigin (Stl) and CBR703 (CBR) which inhibit steps in transcription subsequent to 

isomerization of RPc to RPo (Fig. 24, right panels). 

The results are consistent with the proposal that the switch-region-target-inhibitors lock 

the clamp in a closed conformation, preventing the isomerization of RPc to RPo, by 

inhibiting loading of DNA into and unwinding of DNA in, the RNAP active center cleft. 
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Fig. 24. Effects of inhibitors on RNAP clamp conformation. 
(A) Effects of inhibitors that block the isomerization of RPc to RPo: Myx, Cor, Rip, and Gp2. 

(B) Effects of inhibitors that block steps subsequent to the isomerization of RPc to RPo: Rif, Stl, 

and CBR. 
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4.14. Effect of inhibitors on RNAP clamp conformation: σ
54

 dependent transcription 

initiation 

 

To assess the effect of the effect of Myx on σ
54

-dependent intermediates to the formation 

of RPo, clamp conformation was monitored in RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme in presence of 

Myx and in RPc in presence of Myx (Fig. 25). It was observed that Myx induced closure 

of the RNAP clamp (clamp rotated inward by 12˚ to 22˚) in both RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme. 

(Fig. 25A). It was observed that in RPc formed byaddition of RNAP-σ
54

holoenzyme, 

followed by Myx, followed by DNA, the clamp remained closed (clamp rotated inward 

by 12˚ to 22˚). 

Radiochemical transcription assays showed that Myx inhibits σ
54

-dependent transcription 

initiation (Fig. 25B).  

Gel mobility shift assays performed using radioactively labelled DNA, show that Myx 

did not inhibit the formation of RPc (Fig. 25C). 

Taken together the results presented in Fig. 26 suggest that Myx inhibits transcription in 

RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme, at least in part by locking the RNAP clamp in a closed 

conformation. Addition of Myx prior to the addition of DNA does not inhibit the 

formation of RPc and the clamp – this provides further support to the hypothesis that 

Myx inhibits a step in transcription following formation of RPc, but prior to the 

formation of RNAP holoenzyme [29]. 
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Fig. 25. Effects of inhibitors on RNAP clamp conformation: σ
54

-dependent 

transcription initiation. 

(A) Myxopyronin (Myx) depopulates the open clamp state in RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme and 

in RPc. 

(B) Myx inhibits σ
54

-dependent transcription. 

(C) Myx does not inhibit formation of RPc.    
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4.15. Effect of transcriptional regulator Gp2 on RNAP clamp conformation. 

 

To assess the effect of T7 Gp2 on RNAP clamp conformation, wild-type T7 Gp2 and a 

mutant Gp2 (Gp2*) incapable of binding to RNAP were tested (Fig. 26). It was observed 

that in presence of Gp2, the open clamp state is depopulated and the clamp adopts 

conformations ranging from closed to collapsed states (clamp rotated inward from 18˚ to 

26˚). Analogous experiments with a mutant Gp2 incapable of binding RNAP 

([Ala56]Gp2),Gp2*, did not show this effect [82].  

 

 

 

Fig. 26. Effects of inhibitor Gp2 on RNAP clamp conformation. 

RNAP clamp conformation in RNAP-σ70 holoenzyme, RNAP-σ
70

-Gp2 and RNAP-σ
70

-

Gp2*, where Gp2* is mutant defective in binding RNAP ([Ala56]Gp2; Gp2*). 
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4.16. Effect of hairpin-dependent transcription pause on RNAP clamp 

conformation. 

 

In order to assess RNAP clamp conformation during transcription pause, clamp 

conformation was analyzed in RDe and in his-hairping-containing RDe. Elongation 

complexes were formed using RNAP fluorescently labelled at the tips of the two pincers 

and  nucleic acid scaffolds. Nucleic acid scaffolds contained a probe of the third color 

(Alexa 488) incorporated at the 5’ end of the non-template strand of DNA, to avoid 

complications arising due to unbound RNAP molecules. Three-color ALEX was 

performed. Data was filtered to consider only populations containing all three fluorescent 

probes. E distributions for the clamp conformation were plotted. The results show that the 

mean E in his-hairpin-containing RDe shifted to lower energy transfer efficiency in 

comparison to RDe, indicating the RNAP adopts a more open conformation (rotated 

outward by 8˚) during hairpin-dependent his pause. 
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Fig. 27. Effects of inhibitor Gp2 on RNAP clamp conformation. 

RNAP clamp conformation in RDe without pause (top panel) and with hairpin-dependent 

his pause (bottom panel). 

(A) Nucleic Acid scaffolds. 

(B) E histogram showing clamp conformation. 

(C) Interpretation of structural changes of RNAP shown in degrees of rotation.  
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5. Discussion 

 

Crystal structures have in different crystal contexts indicate that the RNAP clamp can 

adopt conformational states ranging from an open state to a closed state. Clamp closure 

involves a swinging motion of the β’ pincer, with rotation by ~20º, about a hinge region 

("switch region") at the base of β’ pincer, and with displacement by ~20Å, of residues at 

the tip of the β’ pincer. It has been hypothesized that different conformational states of 

the clamp are also present in solution and are important for function. 

In this work, a smFRET assay was developed which permits determination of clamp 

conformational states in solution. The results from this work define the conformational 

states of the RNAP clamp in solution, and extend the previously reported observations in 

crystal structures of RNAP. 

 

 

5.1 RNAP clamp has a predominantly open conformational state in holoenzyme and 

core  

 

In this work, smFRET analysis revealed that, in freely diffusing molecule of RNAP 

holoenzyme, the clamp can adopt multiple conformational states. The conformational 

states can be fitted to three Gaussian distributions corresponding to three states of the 

RNAP clamp – an open state, a closed state and a collapsed state. The open state is the 

predominant conformational state in free RNAP holoenzyme. In the open clamp state, the 

RNAP active center cleft has solvent accessible width of ~20 Å, the dimensions of which 
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permits unimpeded entry of dsDNA into the active center cleft. The closed state and the 

collapsed RNAP clamp states exist as minor subpopulations, which do not permit entry of 

dsDNA into the RNAP active center cleft. 

The clamp conformation in RNAP core is essentially identical to RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme 

-- the clamp is predominantly open, with minor subpopulations of closed and collapsed 

clamp states. This suggests that the clamp conformational dynamics are intrinsic to 

RNAP core. Although the one or more conformational states of the RNAP clamp may be 

stabilized by σ
70

, the core is capable of sampling all the conformational states by itself. 

This conclusion is further supported by the observation that clamp conformations are 

essentially identical in RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme and RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme – undermining 

the influence of σ factor in clamp conformational dynamics.. 

 

 

5.2. RNAP clamp closes upon formation of a catalytically competent transcription 

initiation complex and remains closed in subsequent steps in transcription 

 

Previous work done over the past several decades have defined the steps involved in σ
70

-

dependent transcription initiation and elongation, but the role of RNAP clamp in solution 

at each of these steps in transcription had not been directly ascertained. In this work, 

smFRET was used to directly measure the distance between the tip of β’ clamp and the 

tip of β pincer at each stage in transcription – namely RPo, RPitc and RDe.  
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RPo is the first stable catalytically competent σ
70

-dependent initiation complex that is 

formed by addition of DNA to RNAP-σ
70

 holoenzyme. In RPo, promoter DNA is loaded 

into the RNAP active center cleft and ~13 bp of DNA is unwound to form the 

transcription bubble. In this work, smFRET measurements revealed that the 

conformational state of RNAP clamp in holoenzyme and RPo are different –in constrast 

to the the predominantly open clamp state in RNAP holoenzyme, the clamp adopts an 

exclusively closed conformation in RPo. Based on this observation, it is attractive to 

propose that, the negatively charged unwound DNA in RPo and positively charged inner 

facet of the clamp may induce or stabilize the clamp closure.  

 

Upon transition to initial transcribing complexes (RPitc) synthesizing RNA of 2, 4 and 7 

nt of length, the clamp continues to remain closed. Initial transcribing complexes 

mechanistically different from RPo. At this stage, RNAP employs a scrunching 

mechanism of RNA synthesis, where RNAP remains stationary relative to DNA and pulls 

downstream DNA within itself to synthesize abortive RNA products. Observation of 

closed clamp state in RPitc is consistent with the proposal that, during abortive RNA 

synthesis, there is insufficient space in the RNAP active center cleft to accommodate the 

additional bp of scrunched DNA and some of the additional bp DNA have to emerge out 

into solution.   

 

Upon transition to transcription elongation complex (RDe), in which RNAP translocates 

relative to DNA using a stepping mechanism, no change in RNAP clamp conformation is 

observed – the clamp continues to remain closed. Equivalent results were obtained upon 
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analysis of RDe14, in which RNA of 14 nt is produced which completely fills the RNA 

exit channel and RDe15 in which, RNA of 15 nt is produced which extends beyond the 

RNAP exit channel into solution. Equivalent results were also obtained upon analysis of 

early elongation complexes containing σ
70

 and early elongation complexes lacking σ
70

, 

indicating σ
70

 does not influence clamp conformation in early elongation complexes. 

Furthermore, the early elongation complexes lacking σ
70

 are possible structural mimics of 

mature σ
70

-free elongation complexes, suggesting mature elongation complexes probably 

function with the clamp in the closed state.   

Taken together, observations of closed clamp state in RRo, RPitc and RDe are in 

agreement with the proposal that clamp closure accounts for the high stability of 

transcription initiation complexes and high stability and processivity of transcription 

elongation complexes. 

 

 

5.3. RNAP clamp remains open in all steps of initiation prior to formation of the 

catalytically competent initiation complex 

 

Previous work has shown, in contrast to RNAPσ
70

 holoenzyme which forms unstable 

RPc, RNAP-σ
54

 holoenzyme forms stable RPc upon addition of promoter DNA. σ
54

-

dependent RPc isomerizes to RPo only in the presence of an AAA+ ATPase such as 

NtrC1, and ATP hydrolysis. In this work, clamp conformation was defined in 

intermediates to the formation of RPo. It was observed that starting with RPc, all 

intermediates leading up to the formation of RPo had predominantly open clamp states 
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and only upon formation of RPo, the clamp closed. This observation further supports the 

proposal that upon loading of DNA into the RNAP, and/or unwinding of DNA in, the 

RNAP active center cleft, the clamp closes. These observations further support the 

proposal that electrostatic interactions between the negatively charge DNA in the RNAP 

active center cleft and positively charged inner facet of the clamp induce or stabilize 

clamp closure.  

 

5.4. Switch-region-target-inhibitors depopulate the clamp open state 

 

Previous work has shown that RNAP switch region is a target for inhibitors such as 

myxopyronin (Myx), corallopyronin (Cor), and ripostatin (Rip). Myx, Cor and Rip have 

been shown to inhibit a late step in isomerization of RPc to RPo. It has been proposed 

that these switch-region-target-inhibitors function by a “hinge-jamming” mechanism in 

which they lock the clamp in a conformation that may not permit entry of DNA in the 

active center cleft.  

In this work, the hinge jamming hypothesis was directly tested. Consistent with the 

hinge-jamming hypothesis, smFRET measurements showed that, in presence of Myx, 

Cor and Rip, the clamp adopts conformational states ranging from closed to collapsed – 

the dimensions of which do not permit entry of dsDNA into the active center cleft. The 

results further indicate that, compounds which depopulate the open clamp state also 

inhibit transcription -- suggesting the open clamp state is an important state and perhaps 

an obligatory state to the formation of RPo. Additionally, results from this work show 
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that Myx can depopulate the open clamp state, not only in σ
70

-containing RNAP 

holoenzyme, but also in σ
54

-containing holoenzyme.   

 

5.4. RNAP clamp re-opens in response to his-hairpin-dependent pause.  

 

Based on results obtained in this work, it can be suggested that clamp closure is important 

for stability and processivity and stability of transcription elongation complexes. Ensuing 

this proposal, it is plausible that the clamp may re-open in states marked by low 

processivity such as transcription pausing and transcription termination. 

Hairpin-dependent pauses are characteristic of class I pauses and transcription 

termination. Previous work has shown that RNAP leader region of his biosynthetic 

operon contains a hairpin dependent pause site [127]. It has been suggested that pausing 

of RNAP at this region permits ribosomes to synchronize translation with transcription. 

This synchronization is important for regulation of his operon through the attenuation 

mechanism [128].  

Results in Fig. 27 show that the clamp indeed opens during hairpin-dependent-

transcription pausing. The results are consistent with the proposal that his-pause hairpin 

may partly penetrate the exit channel and sterically clash with the switch region to open 

the clamp [24, 128-130].   
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